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CHAPTER I 
NATURE AND IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY 
Purpose of the study.--The purpose of this study is to determine 
what factorB are involved in a good working relationship between schools 
and social agencies, and to what extent these factors are present in a 
given community. The common denominat;or in both schools and social 
agencies, their very reason for being, is one and the same ... the human 
being, with his multiplicity of needs, his capaclties, the nimbus of 
pressures which surrounds him, and his never ceasing struggle toward that 
most rare of human achievements, emotional balance and maturity. 
Need for the study.--To state that it is imperative for schools and 
social agencies to understand each other and to be able to work together, 
seems to be almost begging the question. Yet it is only within compare.-
tively recent years that thee$ two vital community forces have begun to 
pay any real professional attention to each other. This is in no way 
alarming, nor is it particularly unusual. Human institutions develop 
slowly, with much ed~ing and meandering. The schools, traditionally 
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imparters of knowledge, and backed by the prestige of authority, were first ~~-
designed to serve the favored. From transplanted_ schools of empi!"e, they 
are gradual~ evolving into institutions to serve the children of all the 
people, for longer and longer periods. From an engrossment in subject 
\
1,1; 
matter, they are turning to an understanding of the need for inculcating 
1\ attitudes, for studying and evaluating the human material with which they 
\
!! are working. The qu.est is now to serve 11 the whole child," a phrase that 
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1 alre~ shows some signs of becoming battered. The swing ~ very likely 
be too far in the direction of over-a ssumption of responsibility. Again, 
this should not be cause for worry, but is a condition which will right 
itself with more complete development and with sane self-appraisal on the 
part of the schools. 
The social agencies, much later arrivals on the profe3sional scene, 
have been busy setting their own houses in order, experimenting with 
philosophies, evaluating and re-evaluating concepts, shifting emphases. 
Through it all a basic core of human .understanding is evolving, from 
Social 
work began as a mopping up process for human misery, and is still largely 
concerned with trying to help people put together the pieces of shattered 
I 
lives and families. In its steady growth and development it is looking 
'I 
more and more toward the possibilities of prevention. It is no wonder, 
then, that agencies are beginning to look to the schools as prime sources 
of preventive work. Through the classrooms of the school go the ma ~ses 
of humanity . Here, for discerning eyes to see, are evidences of human 
trouble. Often, this trouble is in the beginning stage, when constructive 
help could be a reality - not only for the individual, but for the environ-
ment which he reflects. Left unnoticed, to fester, it crops out much 
later in an advanced phase, which will respond only to long expensive 
I
! treatment, or not at all. 
problem that social agencies spend the greater part of their time, with 
It is in the service of the latter type of 
I\ questionable satisfaction. It is with the former, which given the 
i\ opportunity, social work could better prove its worth and value to 
j' humanity. The school could help provide thie opportunity to its 
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---- co-pro_f_e: si: n- .- In the words of Robert Mulford,!/ General Secretary of r 
the Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children: 
The school is in a strategic position to help families and 
reinforce them. The school finds itself in the position of 
being a referral center. It would be very helpful if teachers 
could receive in their carriculum information which would help 
them diagnos~ situations where children in their behavior in 
school are revealing troubles within their families. Thus the 
school could begin to detect family problems at a very eat'ly 
point, before disintegration sets in ••• I have a strong con-
viction that many of the families referred to our agency in 
tha process of disintegrating circumstances might ha.ve been 
given ea.rly and more effective help had we received a referral 
from the school \then begi:!l.ning symptoms of neglect were first 
notices ••• It is also my belief that many of the families needing 
help from social agencies would uot have to come to the pro-
tective agency if early referral were made by school personnel 
to the voluntary agencies such as the family services and 
children's services in the community, where people can go and 
ask for help rather than being referred to the protective 
agency when they are unable or unwilling to ask for that help. 
The rev~rse of the coin is pr~sented by Shirl~ Leon&rd:gj 
Schools are reaching out more and more for help from social 
agencies. Increasingly, clinical workers within the New York 
educational system are realizing that through painstaking work 
with l)rin.cipf,.ls anCI, t~nc.hers there develops ~-- certain refinement 
of int ake and s.long l'ti th it its by-product - better understanding 
of the ment& hygiene needs of children. 
!/ Robert M. Mulford, "Reinforcing and Improving the Home Through School-
Community Cooperation, 11 Unpublished paper presented at~- -work Conference 
on School-Co~nunity Cooperation in Behalf of Children and Youth, Boston, 
December, 1948. 
I Y Shirley Leonard, "Intake Policies in a. School Set ting," Intake Policies , and Practices, Reprin4ted from The Family , !am~l~ ~e.~vice Association of America, New York, 19 0, p. 46. 
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il The two words "painstaking work11 might well be the keystone in the 
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process of developing more understanding and cooperation between the 
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professions of teaching end social work. Throughout a decade of case 
work with children and their families, in both .urban and rural 
the~iter had the opportunit.y to witness splendid instances of cooper~-
tion between these profes :3ions, as well s.s some abject failures, mixed 
with a goodly sprinkling of indifference. A never forgotten description 
by Edouard Lindeman, noted sociologist and social worker, the phenomenon 
of 11 linear response" and "circular response" comes to mind. His explana-
tion of these terms is that in discussion or conversation it often happens 
that a person presents his views, someone answers with his own thoughts, 
but the first speaker is so busy thinking up his next point that he 
replies without even hearing the second speaker, who mq respond in kind; 
this is known as 11 linear response." When, however, personp listen 
carefully in discussion or conversation, weigh and consider the thoughts 
expressed by their companion or companions, and make their replies 
accordingly, a 11 circular response" is set in motion. The latter is 
indicative of both mental and emotional maturity. 
It is this type of response that is increasingly needed between 
the personnel of both professions. Traditionally, each profession is 
geared to a different ~oint of view. According to Alma Laab:1} 
The educational profession is old and established.. Social work 
is new. Education is oriented to the group; social ,.'Ork to the 
I 1/ Alma Laab, 
j\_~' 83. 
"When a School Child is in Trouble, 11 ~Child, December, 
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individual. SChool personn= -ar• not oriented in the field- . ~~ 
of community resources; social workers do not understand school 
policies and philosophy. Each has a different tempo of work. 
Schools cannot have selective intake if children 'cannot use 
their services.' 
In working with members of both professions, the writer has noted 
too often, uncomfortable evidences of "linear response" definitely 
linked to the traditional orientation of each profession. It is very 
human to be absorbed in one's own pursuits, and to make evaluations from 
this standpoint. True, there are many social workers who are quick to 
recognize the patience, and the real effort to understand individual 
children, on the part of some teachers, although they carry heavy loads 
in terms of numbers and work. There are some teachers who realize that 
social workers do more than issue grocery orders and look into the private 
concerns of people's lives. Yet far too rnany in each group hold to their 
professione.l prerogatives, unable or unwilling to see the other's point 
of view. T~ere are poor performers in each profession, whose blunders 
stand out ma.n,y times more clearly than the quiet pieces of work expertly 
achieved by more mature individuals in each field. Thus, a social worker, 
closely identified with a group of children placed in the care of a state 
institution, because of parental inadequacies, and trying in every we:y to 
bring some semblance of normalcy into their blight~d lives, is be~f!:!.dered 
and .~ered when a teacher, with colossal lack of ~~~sitivity, s~~ to 
them in the clc-,ssrccm of the co·,nmunity school which they attend, "All 
state wards stand up." Another worker, after placing a boy in a foster 
-~ home and entering him in school is horrified to have the principal call 
the boy to the office and question him minutely concerning his family 
:J ,, 
----~-'! --
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I c1rcumstancee, and then verify this by questioning tho foster brother, 
j also. 
I It is instances such as these which prompt some case workers too 
lj freely to label teachers 11 rigid11 and 11 pu.nishing. 11 Conversely, schools 
making an honest effort to obtain social services for children needing 
them, are often frustrated by what seem to be needless delays, and con-
1: 
J~ 
fused by the multiplicity of services, the lack of a particular one needed 
at the time, or the agencies' inability to decide whose responsibility it 
is to accapt a case. Social workers with their freedom to move abcut, 
and to deal with individual~ one at a time, seldom have a clear conception 
of the teacher, who must relate himself simultaneously to thirty-five 
or forty individuals; whose working day is cut into sharp segments, 
parenthesized by shrilling bells; and who is often under administrative 
pressures to produce tangible results in the w~ of subject matter coverage. 
Tbe teacher, on the contrary, may view the case worker as a person 
more or less free to come and go as he pleases, to tackle his problems 
one at a time. He may fail to understand the very different type of 
pressures operating in the case work field, where the worker himself ~ 
be used as a sluice for the release of clients' pent up and tangled 
emotions; where many and varying types of problems demand continuing atten-
tion; and where all too often there is the frustration of defeat, in spite 
of the most professional and assiduous effort. 
Increasingly, however, both profe~sions are aware of the necessity 
lj for closer cooperation and better understanding. This will b6 achieved 
II 
11 II not by wishful thinking, or by mesmerism, but by "painstaking w:> rk" 
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honestly and thoughtfully entered into together. It is in the interest 
of furthering this work thdt this study is undertaken. 
Scope and delimitation of the study.--In an effort to arrive at some 
conclusions :regarding WR¥S in which education and social work may achieve 
fuller cooperation, it was decided to observe the practices in a particular 
' 
area, to glean from the literature of both professions any information 
concerning similar or related studies; also from the literature to gather 
statements regarding principles of sound referral practices; and finally, 
to evaluate the practices observed in the study area in terms of the 
principles set forth. 
The study area was chosen because it has ver,y adequate social service 
resources, and a modern school department, fully aware of guidance needs, 
and equipped to meetma~ of them. It is a community in which a definite 
effort is being made to foster sooperation between school snd community. 
I v~ 
I 
I 
It is a city of average size, with varied industries, and although grounded i 
in New England history and tradition, is a community Which has showed 
itself not too greatly opposed to change and venture. 
The study is limited to practices of case referral between the public 
schools and social agencies of all types in the community, and does not 
go beyond the borders of the city, nor does it include the practices of 
private or parochial schools, although these have sometimes requested the 
use of guidance services of the public schools. 
Procedures to be followed.--As a background for the study, the 
literature of both professions will be searched for evidence of similar 
or related studies, and also for statementsaf the need for closer coopera-
tion between schools and community agencies, as well as for stE.te1'1"'lnts 
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concerning principles of good referral practice. Any 
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definite studies or I 
experiments will be described. 
As further background, a brief socio-economic description of the II I 
I 
study area will be made, including an outline of social services P.Vfl.ilable, I 
a.nd sn o,;_tline of ~~:isting achool facilities. This \fill be followed by 11 
a list of sound referral principles, an analysis of present referral 
practices in the study area, and an evaluation of these praetic~s in the 
light of the principles listed. 
It is the hope of the writer that conclusions drawn on the basis of 
this evaluation may be applicable to the cooperative functioning of both 
professions not only in the study area, but in other communities as well. 
I 
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SIMILAR STUDIES AND EXPERI~~NTS 
Examples from the literature.--The very paucity of material in the 
I ::::::t:r:h:fr:;::r::o:::::::s:t:::;~d:::l:c::::-::·:::.r:::r:::s:e:~of 
I study in this area. Educational periodicals and books are beginning to 
I
I contain increasing information regarding school-community projects, 
largely in the area of promoting the school as a community center, ga.in-
ing more parent cooperation, and interpreting the school to the _ comnronity. 
Indications are that the school is beginning to realize that it has more 
to offer in the way of community leadership t~an the dispersing of the 
, Three R' s. 
Typical is the account by Blough.!} of the change that took place in 
a poverty-ridden rural community, when a t ea.cher with wisdom, m turity, 
end initiative moved into the dilapidated one-room schoolhouse. Under his 
quiet, unassuming, but excellent leadership, the aspect o:f' the entire 
community gradually changed from one of negativism and dec~ to a healthy, 
positive, progressive outlook. Patiently, startinw with what he had at 
hand - the ragged and often under-nourished boys and girls who sat at the 
11 broken down desks, listlessly turning the leaves of dog-eared textbooks, 
II while the wind blew in through the chinks in the walls, he worked out his 
I plan step by step. 
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!: if Glenn 0. Blough. 'Picture in the sand. " !Ia tional Education As so cia tion ~~~-~ 
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Knowing that money for repairs and costly scr~ol equipment would not 
be forthcoming in this community~ he enlisted the interest of the children, 
1
1 and through them, of their parents, in making their school a better and 
I 
more adequate place. The curriculum he adapted to the peculiar needs of 
this heterogeneous group of young humans. Through the older boys, into 
whose hands he put material concerning modern methods of farming, the 
curiosity of fathers was aroused. Slody, 1.1.nost~ntatiously, and with 
none of the earmarks of a crusade, the school, repaired and brightened, 
became a center for the folks of the community. Here, parents gathered 
to discuss the latest farm bulletins. They learned about soil conserve.-
tion, crop rotation, balanced diets. They learned to pool and share 
their problems, to have fun together. Farms began to show signs of 11 face 
liftlng, 11 reflected in the farm homes. In an area of lethargy and indif-
ference, was planted an oasis ''hoe e border~ a.rt! ro11n<l to spread and 
e-xpE.nd. All this \ltas motivated by the wisdom of one man, who knew well 
the fundamental principle that people do not want to be 11 saved, 11 but that 
they c~n learn to want to save themselve~ 
Ga.umitz,lf in a summary of the findings of school-community projects 
in Florida, New Hampshire, and several other states, found that ma:oy 
improvements accrued through the establishment of la.y committees. but that 
the 
Chief gain is in the increased interest in public education; 
the schools are becoming a public concern in a larger sense than 
lj l/ Walter H. Gaumits, "Improving State School Programs through Cooperation 
[I of Leymen and Educators,• School l:!ll!!.. 30:15-16, Dec ... ber, 1947. I' 
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that they are supported from public funds •.• Lasting programs 
in a community, county, or state, must be based on the earnest 
thought and hard work of its own people. Cooperation between 
laymen and educators can pay high dividends in school improve-
ments. Far reaching personal benefits accrue to participants of 
both groups, but the chiefbeneficiaries are the children of the 
state, who are the lay citizens and educators of tomorrow. 
Millerlf describes a study conducted by the Eastern Oregon College 
of Education to determine how the school can contribute toward more ade-
quate ,conditions in its community. A county-wide committee consisting of 
a croes-section of key people in the communities was set up. Question-
naires regarding community needs were sent to selected people in the 
community, and administered to teachers coming to the college for summer 
courses. Paramount in the needs recognized, were: improvement of health 
conditions; less crowding in the schools; youth leaders with adequate 
training, preferably from the school staffs. It was also pointed out that 
teachers need help and training in how to become effective in community 
work and leadership. 
All of these efforts are sound, eo long as they are carried on in the 
atmosphere of "circular response." Anyone who has done either school or 
community work can think of one or more ambitious surveys, the results of 
which, neatly bound, lie quietly molding at the back of some file drawer. 
The effect of the two-way process is stated briefly by Edwards'?) in 
iJ John M. Miller and Roben J. Maaske, 11 Socio-Economic Needs of a Geographi 
cal Area in Relation to the Preparation of Teachers," Elementary School 
Journal, 4?:500-7, May, 194?. 
?:../ Newton Edwarie, "Teachers Study Their Community, 11 Elementarx, School 
Journal, 48:)02-3, Februe.ry, 1948. 
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descri-bing a community in Eal timore, Maryland, in which 300 teachers 
took part. One of the more startling discoveries was that in the modern 
city of .Baltimore, 20, 000 peop,le were living in no-plu.mbing houses, and 
that the children's only access to tcilets was in school. This and mar~ 
other aspects of community impact on the lives of the children were 
bought forceful ly to the attention of the teachers. Curriculum revision 
resulted directly from this community observation, but ae the teachers 
phrased it: 
"Most of all we are better teachers becaul:'le we are beginning 
to understand the environment of our students." 
This is the type of coopera·tion and learning which will continue 
to bear fruit. It is the kind of community understanding to which 
Kvaraceus1l alludes when he says: 
The public school may be said to be only remot~ly in contact 
with the real problems of living that are to be found in the 
everyday experiences of the indhtdua.l child .•• Too often the 
school does not even know about the conditions of its clientele 
outside the school, let alone do anything about it •.• The school 
should be concerned and know sonething about th~ pupil ~::~ nd about 
his out- of-scho ol problems, and knowing them, should do all in 
i t s power to assist the PuPil in solving them or adjusting to 
them in a manner which is socially acceptable•' 
This community went one step farther in actually beginning revision of 
the curriculum to meet the needs of the youth of the comm~'li ty rather than 
expecting them to adapt to an inade@ate school program. 
In the area of relating school ~~idance se~ices in behalf of children 
to other services offered in the community, more specific and definite 
1/ 1Hlliam C. Kvaraceus, Juvenile Delinquency a.nd the School, World .Book 
Company, New York, 191J-6, p. 282. 
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projects and studies need to be carried out. There is growing up, in the 
1
:1 
length ar~d breadth of tl:.e nation, a. veri tBble gold mine of trained, and 
I 
II 
own jl 
even over-trained profes~ional personnel. Too frequently is gained the 
impression that each is workin.g away in the enclosed cell of his 
specialty, so that the structure of services to humanity bears a resemblanc i 
I Often conspicuously absent, however, is the mellifluous ·I to the honeycomb. 
I product that the bees, masters in the art of cooperation, have learnen to 
I 
make . The follo\:ing rather extensive quotatj.ons from SSJD.psonl/ regarding 
servicee offered in Chicago's metropolis, would seem to bear t his out. 
Although some of the statements may seem to' be rather strong, they are 
apparently promptei by real, if unhappy experience. At the Eleventh 
Annual Guidance and Personnel Conference at the University of Chicago, in 
1947, Mr. Sampson, of the Community Referral Service of Chicago, read the 
paper from which these excerpts are taken: 
At the outset it must be indicated that guidance, counseling 
and personnel activities take so many forms t~t not only 
conferences such as this one, but a series of other devices is 
sor ely needed to achieve mutual understanding, cooperation and 
coordination between the va.rious parts of a large field. 
It is trite, but disturbing to point out that one of the serious 
weaknesses of our complex society is the growth of either dis-
connected or poorly articulated specialities. 
Aside from scattered examples of 'mixed' research staffs on 
certain social problems and the barest token of cooperation or 
coordinated practice in a fragment of the total guidance and 
counseling field we seem to be at primitive levels of mutual 
understanding and integration. 
II 1/ Jerome N. Sampson, "Co-ordination of Guidance and Personnel Activities 
in the Community, 11 School Review, 5.5:.594-8, December, 1947. 
/! 
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Mr. Sampson gpes on to point out that widespread and varying counsel-
ing functions- premarital; marital; youth; educational-vocational; 
psychotherapy; analysis; non-directive counseling; personnel counseling; 
social work; medicine; law; and religion, are carried on by personnel with 
varied :professional backgrounds and training. 
Except in a few social agencies there bas been little attempt 
t o integrate any of the specialized professi ons in this field. 
Many strong and well developed social agencies have brought 
psychologists, psychiatrists and case ·workers together in sound 
. working relationshi:ps, but on the whole the rela.tions between 
all these professional groups have been and still are, highly 
colored aDd distorted by suspicion, distrust, skepticism and 
mutual non-acceptance ••• Many psychiatrists are scornful of 
the fact that case workers can practice some form of psycho-
therapy or t hat they may have other worthwhile counseling func-
tions. Some psychiatrists and psychiatric social workers regard 
. psychologists as psychometricians and nothing more. Sociolo-
gists who l1ave become interested in pre-marital counseling seem 
equ&lly annoyed with case workers and psychiatrists •.• Many 
clinical psychologists and those psychologists who are develop-
ing non-directive counseling as a therapeutic method seem almos t 
as desirous of freeing themselves from any tie with either 
psychiatry or psychiatric case work a s they are of making a con-
tribution to psychological diagnosis a.nd to therapeutic t ech-
nique and proceaure. 
As for teachers and various other professional persons who are 
func t ioning in the guidance, counseling, and personnel field, 
I suspect that they often feel like saying, 1 A plague on all 
your houses,' and that they protect themselves from the con-
fusion confounded by p icking a little from the many parts of the 
field and going their own ways in what may not be too splendid 
an isolation. 
Social work, although as specialized and defensive as anyone 
else, is grs,d,lall y brcEtdening i te scope and reaching out to 
groups other tl'>.r:.n those i!l economic dist.ress. Tr.i ~l iCJ net 
generally r ea l ized by guidance and personnel staffs, who s t ill 
associate social workers with relief. Social work staffs in 
good agenci es have excellent training, and often direct access 
to psychiatric consultation. 
\
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I This cul ti vat ion of understanding i 1!1 a two-way process a.nd 
social agen ci.es must also be more rece:pti ve a.nd ,9ore aware of 
t hBi:r ol:; ligation to €;e t better f ~quainted. with the guidance 
and personnel field. Case work and guidance and personnel 
services are inherently and should be in fact, complementary 
community services. 
The problem h bow to achieve this goal in the f ace of pro-
f~ssion~1 differ~nces in training, in empresis, and the i~­
gerous di s tance which bas grown up between professional groups. 
This pathetic lack of understanding and cooperation between the profes-
sions.l groups from which the public has the right to expect the higMst 
t yp e of pe rformance is further borne out by Kva.ra.ctJU.sl/: 
The school has much in common with all otbf.r agencies in the 
community, such as the homo!, church, social service agencies, 
and group work agencies, all of which focus their efforts in 
the direction of ' building character• in youth. All these 
forces attempt; to provide certain e:x.pe1·iences or opportunit i es 
which will tend to develop youth in a manner which is socially 
and individually profitable. In spite of the unified point of 
v iew which comes out of the expressed aims of all these agencies. 
there i s s eldoni a:ay cornprehensi ve, unified, or systematic 
approach to the handling of the youth problem. Actual ly the 
opposite is often the case when an agency places its own selfish 
interestg above those of the needs of youth. The l ac!c of any 
evaluative techniques in the programs of most community agencies 
testifies to a lack of concern in terms of the ~ffectivenees 
of the agency in the community. 
Again, in the same vein of pooling community resources in the attack 
on human problems, Gertrude Yorkegj speaks, from the standpoint of a prison 
social '·rorker. She reittSrates the view presented by the writer earlier in 
this study, e~d reflected by others, that social workers have to pick up 
the pieces after the damage has been done, but that teachers can prevent 
' 17 William c. Kvaraceue, ~· cit., p. 280. 
?) Gertrude D. Yar ke, 11 Social Worker Speaks, 11 Na,tiona,l Education=-Associe.-
tion Journal, 37:32, Jaruary, 1948. 
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pre-delinquents from coming into conflict wit~ tbe law. She feels it to 
be of paramount importE~ce for teac~rs to have in-service training that 
will enable them to understand basic mental hygiene concepts, and to know 
thoroughly all community resources. She says: 
The echoole and the teachers as well as social workers stand 
in a strategic position in the attack on juvenile pre-delin-
quency and delinquency. Early diagnosis and proper treatment 
can prevent much of the breakdown of youth which is occurring 
with such tragic consequences. 
This preventive approach would hold true not only in the a1·ea of 
delinquency, but in all phases of distress to which humans are prone. 
The picture is not entirely dark. Typical of school-community efforts 
to understand one another better, and thus to offer better service to 
their common client, were two Work Conferences on School-CoDli!lllili ty Coopera.-
tion, comprieing the greater Boston area. These conferences, sponsored 
by the Child Welfare Committee of the Teachers Federation of Massachusetts, 
were held in conjunction with the Schools of Education of Boston University 
and Harvard University, the first at Boston University in J948, and the 
second at Harvard University in 1949. Enthusiasm and interest ran high 
among the participants in this new form of venture. Such collaboration 
should be more frequent, and perhap s on a more intimate study-group scale, 
with rank-and-file members of the professions becoming more and more 
acquainted with each other's problems, modes of work, and objectives. Such 
a union might result in ult imate modifications and in further growth for 
all concerned. Not the least important is the poe sible development of a 
common language, to replace the var i ous argot s now in vogue in each pro-
fession. Analagous might be tl:e marriage of a charming couple from 
different provinces in a European country. To be able to conv~rse with 
one another it became necessary for each to give up his beloved dialect, 
e.nd to cultiva t; e the use of the mother-tongue. In vie:;w of the immediate 
objective, the sacrifice did not seem too great for either pa.t·ty concerned. 
~he matter of objectives is of prime concern in the discussion of 
closer cooperation between professional groups in any gi ven community . 
Those in positions of leadership may map out broad ov~r-all plans, adequate 
i n proportion ani design, but it is in the step-by~step achievement of 
small portions of this plan that the ultimate goal will be reached, and not 
by sweeping and ill-accepted 11 reforms. 11 Sometimes, indeed, the way to 
comprehensive planning Lwy be point~d ~ an ipolated attack on a 8egment 
of the "broacler problem. These demonet.retion projects, wb.e<n adequately 
carried out by qualified personnel, often are the opening wedge in the 
breakdown of professional isolation and provincialism. The following 
school-community ventures in cooperation are cas6s in point. 
(As there was little in the literature regarding specific attempts 
to improve the referral process between schools and social agenc i ~s. 
co~nication with the National Office of tl~ Child Welfare League of 
America referred the writer to several communities in which special pro-
jects were carried out, the results of which were not published, but 
appeared in mimeographed. reports for u se in the community in which the 
projects wei·e tried. Among these is the Honolulu Fl an, concerning which 
a lengthy communication and mimeographed reports were received direct 
from Miss Belle Shalit, Administrative Assistant of the Child ani Family 
Service, Honolulu, Haw~di. A description of the plan follows.) 
l 
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Ho nolulu School Referral Plan.--The Honolulu School Referral Plan1f 
was set up by the Honolulu Council of Social Agencies at the re~uest of 
the elementary school principals, and also in accordance with recommenda-
tions made in a survey of Honolulu social agencies. The plan was put into 
practice in I!'ebrue,ry, 1942, and the Child and Family Service agreed to 
conduct a demonstration with the understanding tbat such service, if it 
proved effective, would subse~uently be taken over by the Department of 
Public Instruction. 
The purpose of the plan was to facilitate referral of elementary 
, school children to the social agency best e~uipped to give the type of 
service needed. The plan provided for the half-time services of a school 
consultant, from the staff of the Child and Family Service. The consultant 
was responsible to a committee which included in its membership representa-
ti vee of the Department of Public Instruction and the Council of Social 
Agencies. The consultant did not work directly with school cas~s. but 
acted as liaison worker, consultant, and referral agent forthe elementary 
schools. School personnel might call on the worker for consultation and 
might refer cases ty means of applications which were distributed to the 
elementary schools through the supervising principal's office. Thes~ 
:provided for idEntifying information E•.nd a statement of the problem. Cases 
were cleared with central index and if active were referred to the agency 
already acquainted witn the family. Cases not previously registered were 
1/ Description of the plan, and dir~ct quotations, come from the Report to 
the Coordinating Committee , in November, 194). 
I 
ref~rred to -bhe appropriate agency. 
The plan was put into effect during war years , when school s were 
concerned with many other emergency measures , out in spite of this there 
w~s real interest in and participat i on in the plar~ from its inception. 
In addition to the rout ine work of evaluating ani routing 
referrals, a progrem of orientation was carried on with t he 
schools and a gencies. Meetings of the consultant and princi-
pal were held in each school. Principals' meetings ... provided 
some opportunity for group discussion of the plan. From time 
to time the plan reports and circulars were sent to the schools. 
These explained the plan in detail, gave suggestions for its use 
and kept the schools acquainted with th~ general working of the 
:r:lan. Upon request, the consultant met with school faculties 
and led discussions pertaining to the plan or to related subjects. 
A somewhat similar progra1n 'fi:::$ carried on with the ef;~ncies . 
Material -.lfe.s cist ribut~d thro ngh the Council of Social Agencies. 
Individual conferences of social worker and consultant came 
about naturally when a school referral was assigned to a. worker. 
Group discussions were held with the staffs of three agencies 
and with the Board of Di r ectors of th.e Agency carrying the 
largest number of cases. 
Upon request, some service was also given to intermediate and high 
scho ols, but this was limited because of the demonstration nature of the 
plan . 
During the period from Februa.ry, 1942, through June, 1943 , one 
hundred and two referrals were received. From February to June, 1942, 
the average number of referrals pe r mont h was eight, and for the followi ng 
yea.r, seven. However, t here was an increase of seven i n the number of 
schools parti cipating i n the pl dn duri ng the second school term of its 
operation. 
It was found t hat of the 102 referrals, 73 were actual1y suitable 
I 
\ for referral to a so cial agency. Of these, there were ~borderline \ 
~~ cases that might ""11 have been handled by the school, bad there been====llk/_=== 
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a staff member who could have been releas~d from other duties to do this 
work. Twenty-six cases were thought to have been unsuitahle for referral, 
~~d primarily school prOblems. In six of these, the schools were given 
help to enable them to carry, on independently, and in the remaining 17, 
the cases were accepted by eg~ncies and carried on a more or less coopera-
tive basis with the schools. Three cases were withdrawn after referral, 
two because the school considered that the immediate problem was solved, 
and the third because the school disagreed with the plan of referral 
and treatment suggested by the consultant. 
Following are classifications of referrals ac cording to problem, 
agency assignment, and. registration by Confidential Exchange. 
Classification Ac cording to Problem 
Truancy 21 
Neglect ru1d lack of supervision 20 
Poor attendance, poor performance, 
tardiness, disinterest 12 
Need for med.ica.l or institutional ca.re 10 
Child withdrawn, unhappy, anxious 9 
Financial need 8 
Aggres siv~ and delinquent behavior 6 
Cruel trea tment .5 
Running away from home .5 
Overprotective parents 3 
Inter~~ent of parent 1 
Problem not stated 1 
Total 102 
As can be expected in the above catego~J . there was much over-
lapping and the stated problem was not always accurate; there-
fore, classificat ions were based on the dominant problem in each 
case. 
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Classificat ion According to Agencv Assignment 
Child and. Family Service 64 
Department of Public Welfare 18 
Referring School 6 
Juvenile Court 6 
Public Health Nursee 6 
Mental Hygiene Clinic 2 
Total 102 
The large aesignment of cases to the family agency was due to tl::e 
fact that at the time of the report, there was no protective agency, as 
such, in the community, which might have other·,·dse have absorbed some of 
the load. Also, there were no school personnel trained in case work, or 
even in guidance concept~. There was no child guidance clinic. Since 
that time, addit ional services have been made available in the community, 
so that the family agency can operate more nearly within its own function. 
Classification According to Registration by Confidential Excr~ge. 
Of the 102 referrals, 61 had been known to social agencies, 
but were not being actively carried at the time of referral. Twenty-
four cases were not regis t ered by Confidential Exchange. 16 v!ere 
active at the time of referral and were, consequently, directed 
to the agency already serving the family. In one referral tbe 
school could not provide sufficient information for. cle20.ring. 
According to the above figures, only about 25 per cent of the 
total number of referrals came from families in which there bad 
be~n no apparent breakdown . It migbt, therefore, be as ':umed 
that in these cases the prognosis 'tlould be more favorable. This 
did no t always fo llow since it was found that some of the referrals 
W6re as difficttlt or more difficult to t reat than problems arising 
in families which had experienced many and prolonged maladjust-
ments. 
In furthering the work of the Referral Plan, the consultant met 
periodica:lley" with the School and Social Agency coordina.ting committee and 
was the representative for that committee on the Youth's Problem Corr$ittee, 
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I Committee on legi slation for a pupil guidance :program, truancy study 
committee, and the Ala Moana School Advisory Commit t ~e. 
The conclusions of the consul tant in her report are as follows: 
The school referral plan has in some measure :provided school 
personnel with social case work orientation and interpretation. 
Similarly, t be social agencies dealing with school referrals have 
been stimulated to more recognition of the ·need for working 
cooperatively with the scrillol s . The referral plan has 1broken 
ground' but there r emai ns the n:e:ecl to strengthen the founda t i rm 
and build up a permanent and better coordim .. ted relationshi p 
between schools and social agencies. 
She states further that be tter selection and :preparation of cases 
for referral would result in mor e effective expenditure of time and effort 
on the part of both teacher and social worker. H,owever, this in turn 
depends on more educational and interpretive work with both schools ani 
agencies. The consul ta.nt should ,be full time,. and preferably be an 
employee of the school, under the guidance department. To evaluate the 
,
11 
results of the plan, a follow-up study of referl'als wo ·u.l d be necessary, 
and would provide data for further cooperation between schools and agencies. ' 
I The :plan had not been in operation long enough at the time of the report 
to permit of evaluative study. 
Further observations of the consultant were that while rna~ referrals 
were carefully and thoughtfully made, some "implied a rel'jlctance to take 
part in the helping process, or to recognize that c~anges in behavior 
could not be effected immediately." Often, too, the problem that had 
been handled, and mishandled by school, agency , and :pa rent, we.s ref.erred, 
~ile another in its incipient and more hopeful stages was ignored, 
11 probably because it was not so annoying in the school ani neighborhood." 
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I! At first there was a tendency to ignore parents in the referral proces s , 
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but as learning progressed, parents' roles were given more rightful 
recognition, and their help increasingly elicited. 
This project, carried out on a demonstration basis, evidently pointed 
out the need for more extensive pupil services within the schools. In 
194.3 the leghlature of the Territory of Ra:waii passed a bill creating 
a Division of Pupil Guidance, within the Department of Public Instruction. 
jj During the first year of the division's activity, the Child and Family 
jl 
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Service continu~d to act in a consulting capacity. and still confers with 
the staff of the Division from time to time to insure a.ud aid continuous 
good referral practice. The Division of Pupil Guiiance has grown and 
II 
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1! progressed through in-servic~ staff training. Attendance officers, formerl~ 
operating under the Juvenile Court, now are affiliated with the Division, 
!1 and the professional tenor of the Division is constantly improving. 
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A finer instance of sc'tool-comnn::ni ty cooperation, she.ring, and 
planning, with a culmination in concrete gains, would be difficult to 
find. For tr.is reason, t he project is described very fully. Q.uite dif-
ferent in scope and in approach is the plan worked out by another commu-
nity to integrate services in the interests of combatting and prevtJnting 
juvenile delinquency. . In this case, the school takes the leadership in 
mapping out a plan, and working it throu.gh to the establishment of a vital 
and actively functioning community service. We refer to the experiment 
in Passaic, New Jersey, resulting in the establishment of the Children's 
II Bureau, described below. 
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The Passaic Children's Bureau .--Described by Kvaraceus1f is the 
tion and t reatm~nt of delinquency i n children and youth, under the age of 
sixteen. The plan was first sugge sted in 1937 by the then Mayor Benjamin 
i II L. Turner, who derived the idea from a similar agency in Jersey City. It 
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was organized as an endeavor to cope with juvenile delinquency "apart from 
the atmosphere of the police stat ion and the juvenile courts." At i ts 
inception, the mayor, himself , took a very active part in the operation 
of the plan. Later, with the approval of the Board of Education, it was 
placed under the part time supervision of the assistant superintendent of 
schools. Upon his resignation the community consid~red and rej ected the 
plan of es t ablishing the :Bt1.reau as a separate city department with a full 
time director. The City Commission then fo r n1a.lly requested the Boar e!. of 
Education to take it over. In December, 1941, Mr. Kva.raceus was appointed 
Assistant Superintendent in Charge of Guidance, Reeea~ch, and Curriculum 
of the Passaic Schools, and in that ca~city, became the director of the 
Children's Bureau. 
His painstaking analysis of the first few years' work of the Bureau 
brings out some salient points in the matter of school-agency cooperation. 
At first staffed with personnel taken from the school and police depart-
mente, and given in-service training, the Bureau, by well planned and well 
executed work, sold itself to the community as a definite and necessary 
service. Thus, means for increasing both the number and calibre af the 
personnel were forthcoming. From the original specifications calling for 
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"police officers - one woman; attendance officers - one woman; clerical 
assistance, and Director," the staff at the time of the exhaustive report, 
included the school physician; psychiatric social worker; psychologist; 
three policemen; one policewoman; (all especially trained); two attendance 
officers with casework training; the Director; and adequate stenographic 
service. 
The work of the Bureau was to investigate all complaints of delin-
quent behavior on the part of the children, no matter what the source 
of t~e complaint. Referral t o the Juvenile Court was not mandatory except 
in cases where detention 'll"aS necessary, s.nd it was statutorily forbidden 
for police officers t o take any boy or girl into police stations. Under 
this plan, anw child involved in even minor infractions would be c&led to 
the attention of the bureau, and could be studied to determine whether 
this behavior was symptomatic of difficulty that required treatment. Under 
the usual police and court system, only the flagrant cases are reported, 
while other youngsters are sent off with a warning; to brew in their own 
bewildered turmoil, until the boiling point brings them back for more 
severe and drastic treatment. 
Referrals were made to the Bureau from the schools, police, com-
munity agencies, a.nd. parents. The number of referrals from the last two 
groups was at first slow, but increased gradually. Of paramount concern 
to the members of the Bureau was the fact that not enough situations were 
being referred in the incipient or pre-delinquent stage. Also, although 
the number of girls referred was higher than that of the usual juvenile 
court case load, it probably represented only a portion of the girls in 
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the community ne~ding study. The referral ratio of boys to g i rls was three 
to one. These two factors indicated the ne ed for the community to be 
further educated to th~ use of the new agency as a source of help rather 
than punishment, and for professional personnel anJ other responsible 
persons to become elerted to the les! overt and obvious but equally serious 
behavior manifestations of the predelinquent or disturbed child. 
Not only the delinquency rat e, but also the number of repeaters wa.s 
cut after the establisr~ent of this agency . Its personnel beceme active 
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i ·n community lee.d.ership, sponsor ing more fruitful program9 in such organi za-,1 
t i ons as the P.T.A., interesting and leading the community in more coordi- I 
nated planning and mutual interpretation of social service functions, and 
through the guidance pet·sonnel and classroom teachers in the schools, 
fosterir1g increased unders tLnding of chi ldren, their needs, and how to 
meet them. 
In anoth~r community, an attendance officer, aware of the needs of 
youth, and knowing services available in her community to meet these needs, 
spea r headed cooperation between the schools and the local family agency. 
Bennett!/ describes this project in Rockford, Illinois. 
Cooperation in Rockford, Illinois.--Cooperation between the school 
attendance officer and the Family Consultat i on Service began in the late 
1930's. The attendance officer, sensitive to the services which the 
agenc.y had to offer, and to youth's needs for this service, a id everything 
in her po~er to develop a closer relationship between agency and school. 
!/ Catherine Bennett, 11 Tea.mwork With Local Schools , 11 Highlights, December, 
1947, p. 1,54. (Pub. by Nat. Family Service Ass' n., N.Y.) 
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In the fall of 1946 the agency assisted in this process by sending letters 
to each principal and his faculty, to the superintendent and to the 
Attendance Department, reminding them of the agency's wish to serve. In 
the spr i ng c£ the same year, the Director of Attendance invited thf'! agency 
executive to speak to the entire staffs of eight of the city's twenty.-three 
schools. The case work point of view was illustrated through presentation 
11 The fe eling that it was a sign of ,, of school-oriented case mater ial. 
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failure to ask for aid came out and was given considerable attention." 
There was freedom of discussion, and many questions provoked. Not the 
least valuable in the eyes of the author was" •• . the simple but very import-
e.nt busine ss of just getting acquainted with each other." 
In this community, at the time the article was written, referral s 
from schools numbered second highest in the list of referral sources. 
The same problem of helping teachers to overcome the idea that asking 
for help i r3 an ind.ication of f~ilure on their part, loomed large in the 
experience ·of a family agency which offered consultant service to the 
schools in R town of 15,000 , where weekly a:vt=:·ointments Viere held with 
principals.!/ Three other school-community referral projects wi ll be 
mentioned briefly. 
Wayne, ?~nnsylvania, Froject.gj--This plan is confined to one 
School, the Wa;,vne Grammar School. and the Neighborhood League (the family 
!) Francis E. lcicLea.n , 11 A Family AgencyServes the Schools, 11 Th~ Family. 
N~.rch, 1936, p. 21. 
'?:.}Hazel 'Bazet, 11 A School Confers with a Social Agency , 11 Highl Lshts, 
February, 1947, p. 24. I 
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agency in this philadelphia eubrub.) The plan is an outgrowth of a child-
study progrl:illl in which some of the tea.chors particip~;. t ed, following the 
pattern established by a committee of the American Council on Education, 
and set forth in the book "Helping Teachers Understand Children. 11 1./ One 
of the teachers had also attended a summer workshop in tLe Depar·tment of 
Human Development at the University of Chice.go, a.nd helped to coordinate 
the pl~n. Principal and teach~rs met with case workers from the agency on 
alternate we€ks, in small discussion groups. Each teacher had chosen for 
study one child in whom she was particularly interested, and kept a run-
ning journal record on the observed bebe.vior of thia child, any background 
information which she might be able to add, and any record of parental 
interviews. The teacher would present tbe recorcl , and the se..seworker, 
having read it in adv&.nce, would lead the discussion, much of which 
centered around hO\cf to record objectiv~ly; how to intervie\'r parents; how 
to glean pertinent and valuable information from school records; and 
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around the causative factors in beha.vior. 
The school, which was already geared to a child-c~ntered p~ogram, 
f ollowed through qui te naturally on this venture. Many more children and 
families were referred to the agency, through which psychiatric service 
wae available. When it was decided to substitute parent al conferenc~ s 
for report cards, the school turned again to the agency, and cas~ workers 
I 
me t with the teachers to help them prepare for these conferences, by giving I 
them the fundamental principles for conducting interviews with parents. I 
I 
!} American Council on Education, Helping Teachers Understand Children, 
Washington, D.C., 1945. Jl 
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1 In addition to case study and discussion there were several large meetings, 
fol l owed by small study groups. Outside consultants greatly stimulated the 
project. One speaker, heard by pa rents and teachers who attended the 
acency 1 s annual meeting, was invited back to speak to an open me~t ing for II ~ 
parents. In the words of the author, 
I 
l1 I 
The meetings of teachers and caseworkers have had positive 
results and have fostered better mutual understanding between 
teachers and case workers. Each has learned more of the other's 
function , and knowledge hs,s been shared to th~ ·benefit of both. 
I 
I 
.A similar learning experience is attested to by participants in another 
city. 
II Cl&:-ton, Missouri Experimentll-rn October, 1939, the principal of the 
I Maplewood Richmond Eeights High School, Clayton, Missouri, asked if case 
I 
workers and services of the Family Service Society could be made more 
directly available to the guidance teachers . 'l'here was a guidance teacher 
for each of the four high school gra.des, each one carrying the same group 
of children throughout their stay in school. However, there was no school 
psychologists or p sychiatrist. The case worker spent a half day a week a t 
the school, but soon more time was reque sted. A private office was made 
available to the case worker in the school, and there was :'lo wish or need 
to disguise her under the name of counselor or advisor. Students wer~ 
given tim~ during school hours for interviews, and came willingly . 11 This 
reflect s the understandi ng and acceptance of case work by the guidance 
I teachers u i the s chool administration."Y Some cases were referred wholly 
li 
!1 11 Kathryn Adams , "A Family Agency Goes to School, 11 Highlights, July, 1944, 
II p. 71. 
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to the caseworker. Some were kept ty the buidance teachers with the help 
of the case worker as consultant, and some were referred to other agencies, 
such as public assistance. Guidance teachers attended referral conferences, 
tbus gaining more insight into community resources and how to use them. 
In concluding the article, the autho.r states, 
••• the teachers and the school administration have come to 
accept the fact that case work is no panacea, tr~t case work 
has its limitations, and that there are 'orne individuals who 
are not treatable by case work methods.l 
However, she emphasizes the two-way learning process which has a.lready 
I become apparent in discus sion Of previOUS projects when she says, 
Ne edless to say, for both parties there have been great gains in 
understanding the behavior of adolescents, the limits of and 
flexibilities of the school program, the method. and content of 
case wor~. and the resources in the community available to young 
people.£1 . 
The last project to be considered is th8.t in Atlant~, Georgia , where 
the conununi ty had long been accustomed to work with the local family 
agency.l/ 
The Atlanta Referral Plan.--In this community there was no child 
guidance clinic, the family agency feeling thAt the child cannot be 
considered a separate entity apart from his family, nor can he be properly 
treated as such. The ·a gency had a staff psychiatrist, and except for a 
brief period when the school engaged a psychiat r ist, it was accustomed to 
use the agency for case work emd psychiatric service. After the school 
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1 psychiatric service was discontinued, the following definite referral 
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plan ·l'ras set up: 1) One junior high was to be used as a demonstration 
center (considered unfeasible after trial). 2) Family Service was to 
I furnish psychiatric service on call. Cases were to be routed through the 
\I teacher to the psychologist, and thence to Family Service. 
II 
The agency was 
II 
to have the use of the psychologist for non-school cases also, when neces-
sary. 3) Representat h·es from Family Service were to speak to PTArs, 
principal and facult y meetings. 4) Representatives from Family Service 
were to meet with teachers interested in pandling problem eases. 
In the referral process, teachers discussed cases first witr1 the 
parents, and explained the nature and function of the family agency, lettin 
the parents know tl1at the referral was t o be made. The case was then 
referred to the psychologist, via the principal. Psychometric teet was 
administered, and the teacher filled out the referral blank. A letter 
was then sent to the parents, giving the appointment with the agency, and 
more information about the agency. If there was no response to this 
letter, a second was sent, enclosing a pamphlet describing the agency. If 
this still brought no response, the teacher again saw the parent, and 
discussed the whole situation again. 
The social workers always made it a point to see the c~. ~-ssroon:; 
teacher ~hen a case was referred. At first all cases were referred to 
1 the psychiatr ist, but later he saw only those needing his services. Case 
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conferences ultimately included the scr~ol psychologist, teacher, case 
worker, a.nd any doctor who might have treated the child. At conferences 
:/ the case was presented and treatment plans formulated. 
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I During three years that the plan was in operation, 213 children from 
II 42 of 59 white schools were referred. In the first year, 48 per cent 
I 
I 
of children:. ref erred were subnormal according to the Stanford Binet 
Intelligence Test. Thirty-six per cent were of normal i~telligence, and 
five per cent above average. Eleven per cent were not tested. In the 
second year 33 per cent were subnormal, 43 per cent normal, and 15 per cent 
1
\ above average. 
average, and 46 per cent above average. 
The third yea.r showed 11 per cent subnormal, 43 per cent 
(Years covered were 1936-1938.) 
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The teachers learned that Family Service could do little for the 
retarded children except help the families accept the fact of reta1·dation. 
The important thing was good schooling to train them to become happy, 
useful ci tizen.s. 
There was al so a steady decrease in the n·umber of children reported 
because of aggres sive behavior, and an increase in the referral of 11 with-
I drawn11 children. The author feels, however, that because there has not 
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been sufficient follow-up these figures are not particularly conclusive. 
She feels tbll.t there is still not adequate knowl edge on the part of 
teachers, concerning the function of the agency, and that the case workers, 
in turn, too frequently left the teachers out of treatment plans. 
The writer, perhaps mistakenly, senses a bit of the aura of 11 linear 
response 11 in the flavor of this article, where there seems to be more give 
than take on the part of the agency, more 11 teacher 11 tban "learner." 
A wholesome note may be injected here in the form of a quotation 
\\ from another family agency representative, Mra. Hochreiter: 
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With the increasing matur i t y of social work as a prof ession, we 
have developed a capacity f or sound relationships wi t h tbe mem-
bers of other pr ofessions. We have overcome our e:::rly need to 
feel superior toward school teachers because we thought we had 
the only answers or at least the latest answers to problem be-
r~vior. We can now sit back comfortably, and admit t~At there 
i s much we can learn from teachers ~bout the psychology of dealing 
with young people. After a ll, teachers have been handling problems 
of all so r ts presented by their pup i l s since t~e fi r st teacher-
pupil relationship was est~blished centuries ago. To many teachers, 
this interest in the child t s so ci ~l adjustment is a cherished 
t r~dition of tLe i r profes sion. Many work as hard at pArfect i ng 
t hei r skills in this area as in the area. of formalized teaching. 
Teachers have a thorough knowledge of child develoument in all 
its no rmal manifestat i ons, and far excel us in thi~ regard. (Vle 
work almost exclusively wi th those who tend to deviate in one 
phase of adjustment or another and someti~s I wonder if t tere is 
not a tendency to permit our own cri teria of the normal t o become 
cl ouded by our dai ly experience s.) Teacher ::; are! skilled in 
devE!lop ing a relationship with each indi vidu.al pupil in the cb.s s 
through thei r group activ ities. The relationship becomes a 
natural, easy development out of t he teacher' s thorough under~ 
s tanding of the child. There is nothing formal or stilted about 
it. 
In t ne classroom and on the playground, t eacher s ge t the backwash 
'of tht social problems that are our concern. An observant, under-
s t anding teacher can tell us bet t er t1~n any other person, perhap s, 
the effect upon t he f amily group of the mother's employment, the 
fathe r 's lo si ng interest in t he home , the delinquent behavi or 
of the oldest son. The classroom is a lebo rato1~ wherein the child 
acts out pte pre s sures , the tensions, and the depl"i vat ions with in 
t he home.:::./ 
Thes e a r e friendly but f orcefu l words, depicting certainly, not t~e 
average , but t ha ideal teacher. It is a ma tter of conjecture, however , 
iJhether t he number of ideal teachers is aey smaller, proportionately, than 
the number of ideal social workers. In ~- case, keeping in mind t he mutu 
1/ Fre.n..'dyn C • .t.!ochreiter (Mrs .), 11 The Family Agency , the Schoo l , and t he 
Child , 11 The Family, J anuary, 1943, P• 344-)48 . 
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object ive of service held by both professions, the ne ed for continuous 
growth and learning is acknowledged by all true practioners. Ne ither the 
school nor t he social agency exists to further its own ends, but for the 
continuing benefit of the joint cl ientelle whom each serves. 'l'he qJJ.ality 
of t hat service will b e improved to the extent that each group realizes 
not only the necessity for its own professional development, but for under-
sta nding the aims and objectives of the other. :By extending the band of 
friendship, by pooling and sharing profe s (;ti onal knowledge and skill s , a.s 
~'las done in the c ommunities Thentioned abo ve, the base of servi ee to the ' 
community wi ll be broadened, and the structure st rengtr~ened. 
There are dou'btless many other com.nuni ties where coop erat iv e efforts 
have resulted i n better school-agency functioning, and where good 't!ork 
has gone unpubli cized. The r e are many more in which 11 the simple but very 
·li important business of just getting acquainted with ot her 11 lf has not even 
j! 
II 
begun, where there are gaps a nd distances, and where the for ces of school 
and agency may be working at bewildering cross purposes to one another. 
11 The writer has learned of one community, -which shal l be nBmeles s , \ihere 
I school s are forbidden by a ruling of t he school committee to g i ve informa-
l; tion t o social workers, and where workers are unw9lcome in all schools 
I
I except a few governed by more enlightened principals. 
Such a condition is directly opposite to that in the commu.nity which 
Her e , although no formsl plan w:as cl.rawn up 
1
1 we ahe.ll try to de scribe . 
1: between schools and community agencies, ·t.he school, by setting its sights, 
il 
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and carefully working ou t its own ref erra.l plan, l12.s tried to make the 
use of social agencies more meaningful, and at the same time, to interpret 
the position of the school. 'The results, although far from perfect, are 
again, a beginning i n the right direct ion. 
The ensuing chapter will be devoted to a. brief description of the 
community which will comprise the study area. 
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DE SCRIPT I ON OF THE STUDY AREA 
The area to b~ considerQd for stud,y is a, Nev.r Engl and Ci ty , chosen 
' b ecause of the fine quality of its s chool system, t he ade~uat~ combina-
t1.on of community resources f or service, and \'i'ha.t appears to bE~ a good 
\·mrking relationship bet1r1een the t\,TO . A brief descr i p tion of the city , 
the schools and t he commtmi ty agencies \vill hel p to focus t he s"CuQ.y and 
increase its meaning~ 
Physical ch~xacteristic s. --Loc ated on t he coast, t h e city covers 
an area of 16. 8 s~uaxe mile s, r at her p leasantly l aid out, and taking 
advantage of both hills and \·Je.ter line . Streets are clean and "'ell 
kept , with slum a rea at a minimum. There is a cle an s~a-v!ashed look 
to the c ity , \'lhich has an adequde pP..rk system, and access to popu.lar 
neighboring recre e.tion areas. 
IIistory.--Thc cit y vla s established in 1625, and is rich in 
historical lore. It is t he birthpl ace of t1·ro Unit ed States pr es i ctents, 
and several otheT great national leaders , i ncluo.ing b1o signeTs of the 
Decl a;L·at:i. on of I ndependence. It \v,:,s the horne of several promi nent men 
and i·:omen v,rho did much to promote freedDm of religious viOrship , and to 
for'\rmrd the demo cratic ideal in loc al , c ol onial , flhd l a ter, nati onal 
affairs. The t ovm , fir st establ ishe d as pe.rt of an adjoining toun , \•JaS 
finally separated from it e.nd i n corpQratcd in 1792. .At thftt tim~ t h e 
pop1.U.a.tion uas about 900, representing a total of lass than 200 families . 
Tovrn and p opulation g,T e>'r r api dly, and a city chGrter was gr e.nt ed to it 
II ==-==-=---=-=-=--==-='-=-=n=ll~=~·l< -
Population , racial , and religious gronps.--The y:r Gsent popul ation 
of t he city is app:roxime.t ely 88 , 000-- comprising sevQraJ. racial strains , 
notabl;;r t h ose from Cenada, Italy , Scotland , Engl and, Svreden , the Irish 
Free St ate, and Finland. The numb ~r of negroes is negl igible~ 
Hany rel igious groc1.ps Dl'e reiJresentli!d i n t he city, uith churches 
of v arious denominations loc at ed throughout . According to a survey 
conducted in 1948 by a protestant i n ter-chm·ch council , the religious 
membership uas as follo\·l s : Roman Ce.tholic, 48.3~~~ Protfilste.nt , ~-1 . 4~-b ; 
Jewish, 3. 5%; no chuxch , 6.8~. Ther.e seems to be a f riendly f eeling 
among p axish~s of different faiths , \;ri t h no apparent attempt a t domina-
tion on the pext of any of them~ 
Housing.-Housing in t h i s c i t y i s above average . According to 
19L~o figures , over 53~b of t h e chvellings \·t ere one- far!l.ily; 28. 60% 1;rer& 
t1...ro - family ; and onl y 17~38% t hree or more family. There t..ras considerable 
building i n 1940 , uith 212 residential buildings going up. Th_,.ring the 
\vas years, building -vms at a minimum, but i n 1946 , 159 residentia~ build-
ings Here erilcted, and in 1948 the numb or rose t o 22l+. An emergex)_cy 
hous:i_ng projQct built during the t;ra r vJas taken over by the city, ancL a 
fivQ million dollar veterens1 h ousing project is notv under constn.1.ction~ 
There are a f~v! '\·mt erfront II shack 11 e.reas , but alleys and city Sl'l1IDS are 
conspicuously e~sent. There is living sp ace f or almost everyone , and an 
apparent :pridQ on t h e part of hom~ Oi-mors to keep property present2."ble~ 
Employment picture.--ShipbuiJ.ding has "be en a historical occ1.tpdion 
t h is city, the birthplace of f amous ships sinc e t h e 17001 s ~ This 
-=--o=---=-=-~-~-===,-,-=-=-=-~.=~==-=- =-~=~ 
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· I industry is one of t he more fluctuating ones i n the United Stat es , de-
) 
!I pending on the mar itime shipping situation, and \ver versus peace-time 
I 
needs . This fluctuation i s natuxally felt in employment trends . Ac-
cording to a repre s entativ~ of t h e Chamber of Commerc e , only 38% of the 
1! employees of the precent sh i py ard are f rom the city, the remainder com-
!1 muting from beyond. Also, ab out 25~0 of t he vi or king residGnt s commute 
to business or industrie s in a, near-by metropoli"lia."'l 2.1~ea. AJ1 effort i s 
b eing maC.e . to enc ourage diversified industries h ir ing small er munbzrs , so 
that lay-offs '<Til l be less disastrous. Thes(;) industries e.r" develop ing, 
ar1d make for a sound.er economy. A.mong t h e :principal t;,rpes of manufactur-
ing may be listed the following: Amplifying a'l'ld tel ephone eq_ui:pmcnt; 
boilers; chemicals; conveyors; cord; clothing; machin~s and machine part s; 
furniture; :p~ints ; port able buildings; rtl.bber goods; soap ; steel; brass 
foundry :products; anCI. t ools. Even vith a diversified em:nloyment , the 
p ost-\·[ar l f'l,g has been fj;\lt in this connunity as in all others, and relief 
costs are u:p s omeriha.t . 
Recreation facilities.--The cit;y he.s a Recreation Commission , 
created in 19~-S , to v1orlc cooperatively 'rTith the elready CJ~isting PN·k 
!X:nar tmcnt. This has res1..~ .. lt ed L1 t h e begiih"ling of i·rha.t :promises to be a 
well ro1mdec. recree.t ion program, ye11l' rm.md, for c i tizens of all a-Ges 
\'rho \'lish to take a dvantage of fac iliti~Sw Accordi ng to t h e 19lH~ Annual 
Reyol~t of the city, t here were 31.;. different playgrounds, uith an estimate~ 
' 
aver[:',ge d.aily attendance of' 1550. The ro are 6 recreation buildings, and 
18 indoor recreP.t:lon cent rs , ll!- of tl:ese used exclusiYoly for youth i 
I! 
11 
groups. Tot e.1 annual nt tcncle.nc c for both j-unior and senior m1i t s ':ras 
li 22, 420 ~ 
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Arnong f acHities -, rovid.ed B.re 13 baseball diamonds; 3 bathing 
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beaches tlllder super -vision; S softball diamonds; 21 tennis courts ; a l)ov-rl-
ing green; 24 hor s eshoe cou rts ; 3 icc sk2,ting 2.:c .as; 2 ::,>icni c e~' ec s • 
. AJ.. l of thes e are \dt :-,i lc . the city. It is but a. sh ort clist211c e to oce a...'1 
b~aches , skitng and horseback r id ing areas , and >vooded p icnic g·ounds . 
The city i s not lacking i n r ecreational f acilities, \·Jhich promise to 
tmlJrove as the neu commisdon dmrolops i'tis :program further~ 
Form of go-vernment .--The city is eJrperiment i ng \'lit ~ t h e cit :r- ma:n.Bger 
t yp e of E;OYornment , \vhich i s to 0 ner;; , a s yet t for the form2.tion Of Ol)inion 
as to t he e f f icacy of its o:fler c-,t ion . Up to t he ures ent t i me there h ave 
be en re5'Ul a.r mayoral elections. Th e city manager system has ben i n of-
feet much less tha:.'! ,.,_ yc 8r, bu.t is t ypical of t h i s c om;ntmity 1 s efforts 
to try n <nv designs, its 'villingnass to der-c:>rt f1·om tr aclitional patterns . 
The s chool system.--From 161.~5 , 1-Jhen t he. first 11 Public Latin School 11 
\vas es t ablished, do1-m to the J:Jresont time , there has been al mos t steaey 
gTO\·ith and improvement in the schools of t his city. In 1873 s omG mem-
bers of the school boa..rd visited and found t he schools rigid, and 11 f eJ..len 
i nto f', rut 11 • They d.ecided to hire a supcrintenc1.ent , and di d s o i n the 
s ame ye ar . He brought i nto the system the idea of "trfdning pupils f or 
living, ano. of ma.'lc ing cla ssrooms cheerful, ha:p:oy pl2.ces , ste.t ing , nTo 
\lin a c hild t hrough love a21 d not t hrough fe e.r is desirable above 2-lJ. 
thlngs. 11 This attitude, \vhich s eems to perme a te t he syst em toclay , is 
very obviously not an overnight development , but i s '0he r~sult of :patient , 
1
1 
continuing effort. 
li 
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1·n1en the first annual r eport of t he fir st superintend~nt of schools 
submitted i n 1 875, the pupil enrollm.Gnt \'las 1420. The Decemb r , 1948 
I! report quot es an enrollunt of 11, 700, uith t he nv.mb ar rapidly i n.crec,sing 
.q. · ' 
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i n ·jjhe el ement ary s ch ools. There is a. t rade school di rectly cor.ne ct ed 
·-~-1 "h ' .o-1-- "' "hool The school" ,.,l~o ~_ ... -r ·ov,_·de an extens:.ve adult eonca-':1 1. v 1. G e .1 l 0 c. J. .,c... • ~ .. -
t ion program, inclu cling acadiimic subj ect s , civic educat ion , pr adiica.l 
ro·ts , and trs.d~s . Evening classes are IlOptllDl' Gnd \>Jell fill ~ d~ 
I n the day s chools, special classes exe provida d for chilc~en re-
tard~ad t hree years or more; for the physically handi capped chilcl who is 
able to be transported to school. There is a ne\·rl y est ablished s i ght-
s aving cla ss; lip-reading cla s s es in t h e pupils 1 ovm schools, for the 
hard of he r:ring ; home t eachers for cl:il dren confined t o t hei r homes by 
long illness or incapa.city . Chil c1Ten i n special classes ax e inclu ded as 
much as p os s ible in normaJ. school routin(i. 'rhis is pe.rtic ul arly truw of 
r etaxded chilclren , viho e.ttend sh op , art, and music cl asses . PuPils in 
the trade school, \vhic~J. 5.s housed in t he high school, may t ;:ke :;;ro· t in 
all school e~tiv i ti es, soci al and athletic events. A course in 11 dis-
tr ibutive educ ation" alJ. ovJs pu:oils to go to school i n the morning and 
1vork e.fternoons under supervision in local and near-by stores~ 
For a ]_ l chilCJ.rcn i n t he j unior and senior h igh sch ool there arE! 
gutda.nc_, counselors.. :ffixce:pt \·!here staff chnnges tnterfer~ , gnida.nc~ 
cou..'lls el ors are assigJJ. ed t o beginning grades at eac'1 seconde;ry l ev-el, 
and. fo~lm·r the same gronr, of ch ildren t hr ough the three g.cacles. The1·a 
are t wo C01J.nselo1·s for eE,ch grade unit , or about one counselor t o every 
300 pupils. Follo\vi ng the s ame group of pu;pils t hrough thr e e grades 
allows for cont:!.nuity , and really gives the couns olor an O}J:portunity to 
get to lmm'l his students a.'1 <3. help them in solYing p roblems and mak ing 
choices. Counselors in eac h school work under the cUrection of a head 
counsel or~ 
1\ 
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The 1vhol e counseling program is tmde r the supervision of a Direct or 
of Guid~ce and Resea rch, and a c onstant effort is being mad~ to improv~ 
the calibre. and pe1·formance not only of t :C.e counsel ors, but of t h e entirli I 
teaching forcQ. Group guidance conrsGs, taught by the counselors, attempt 
to give :pu:pils a clearer understanding of themselves, of t h e Horld of 
\·!Ork i n wh ich t hey •'fill eventual ly t ake t he ir pl aces, t?J1d of t he value 
and i mportance of interpersone~ rel at i onship s. The cuxricultun is flexi-
ble, G~d adapted to all pupils, not merely to the college-bound. A couxse 
in problems of family living, being tried m:perimentally in the t vlelfth 
grade, is t:<rr:lical of the system's for\val'd looking Bnd prF~.ctical approach. 
Also m1dor the gt.1idance program i s the \•iO rk of ti-ro home v is itors, a 
man and a troman, both eneri enced tet::l:chers and trained COU11selors. Their 
services, availabl e to elementary as ,,;ell as seconde.ry schools t hroughout 
the city, axe planned to help those :pu~pils 1:lith more severe di f f iculties 
than can be met by the staff in their o"vm schools. Every ef fort is mad~ I 
to use resources t·Jithin the building, beginning t'lit h th e classroom t eacher. \ 
If a p roblem cru1not be m~t there, it is referred to the pupil 1 s counselor, I 
'\'Tho i n turn may call upon the haad counselor. Only 1·1hen every effort in 
tho sch ool has failed to bring amelioration of the difficulty is t h e 
J pupil referrec1 to the home visitor~ Cases are not assigned on th e basis 
1
j of gender, but e ither t h e man or u oman '\·Jorker is us ed, according to thGJ 
exigencies of t he situd ion. Referral blanks .?.:r'e used uithin the sch ools, 
' \vith information about the pupil g iven by counsel or end classroom tea.ch.Qrs. 
This includes such items as scholastic achievement; intelligence rating 
on any tests given; any signific ant hQatth hi s tory; family meke-up; 
attitudes and behavior; particula r reason for referral for special 
L _____ _ 
serviCQ. Cases may b~ referred only t:hrough the head couns elor \·; ith 
k:novrledg~ of the principaJ. . The 'lrorkers then use every resource :wailabl~ 
to hell) the child ,,rho is i n difficulty . Home irisi ts and collateral visits 
are ma de aft er an intorvioiv "iith the pupil. If the service of a community 
agency ~LS desired, only the home visitors, 111b.o lmm-; the agencies, and 
the proper referral procedurils, may refer cas~s. There are some excep-
tions to this, notably in the event of hea.lth needs discovered b y the 
school nurses, wh o may refer the child to a clinic or health servic8 
agency. Both vlOrkers visit all schools on a regccl ar schedule, and nc't;r 
cases are referred i n conference, with t he :pupil 1 s counselor ano. the head 
counselor of the school in ~ttm1d8nce~ 
The service has been avail able i n t l-::. c city for over 14 yeaxs, v:H;h 
refineme..."lts in procedure taking pl a.ce as t he Hork progrsssed. Tl"'-e home 
visitors form a natural 1 ink beti1een child , school, home and community , 
the service they offer acting as a sifting p rocess in the gathli)ring of 
information and the proper use of resources, includin g use of t~1e court, 
A testing program encl :placement service are available a.lso , through 
the guidMce department, 11ihich in t h is comrrn:mity, antedates such services 
in ma."'ly other cities. The t es ting ser.,ri ces and job counseling are elso 
avail abl~ to veterans t~~ough the school system. 
The publ ic schools i n this co:nmlJ.nity , then, are making every effort 
to meet the ne~ds of children and youth in a realistic v:ay , and taki) 
ev ery opportunity t o inte1•:pret their 1':ork to t h e community , wbEe at thg 
se..me tima keeping in contact ' '-"ith other forces i n the community ancl not 
operating in a se- p:;..·ato orbit. 
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Privata and ·paTochial schools.--Thesil are fm·1 in number. There are 
three Roman Catholic parochial schools in the city, all of them from 
grade 1 to S, the ch ildl•en then transferring either to the public junior 
II highs, or to a s econdary parochial school in c\ nearpy tovm .. 
There is a privately endov1ed school V! ith grades 7 tbrough 12, I 
I limited t 0 sirls born in the city~ 
This is but a brief outline of a ver -:l compl ete servic~, but i·lill 
help to serve as background, and is i ndic e.tive of the c alibr&: of school-
ing avail a.ble in the city, v!hich has not b eon afra id. to ro.1Je nd its funds 
in this investment in its own future. 
Community a.gEmcies avai1ab1 e.--The city has a full c omplement of 
agencies to serve the n r.oecls of its citizens of aJ.l a.ges, 81J,Cll ith a 
va r i ety of needs . These agencie s are c-.Cl.cc,u s-tely staffed, 1ihether 
o:per2,ted under public funds, or priv a,te auspices, Si..1C h as community-fund 
agencies . The Co!:lmunity Chest and Cov..ncil i s very active, and acts as 
a coordina ting a~d fund-raising agency, bringing together not only the 
private agencies, bu.t the public as uell, end acting .s.s a refel'N;l center 
vrhen necessary for per sons seeking a :particular servicfi. It also offers 
a special service as a Christmas and camp cleara..~ce bureau, to ~9re11ent 
\•raste and duplic c>.tion in the offering of these services by i ndivi clu?.ls or 
colllillunity groups and agencies. Und.cr the Conuniinity Chest an.d Council 
there is a Plan::1 ing Co ~,,,;1ittee made up of c.. group of 40 citizens, about 
5o% lay rcpresentatiVOilS from agency board.s, end. the rest from the general 
public . There is also &'1. Int er-agenc y group me.Cl.~i u:p of stn.ff r"presonta-
j1 tives from both public a.~d :privc..te agencies, \'lh ich meets montJ.'1~y to discuss J probl ems :~~ommon inte~ost~ The school department is represented on both 
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groups. 
F2 ..mily an d. chil d uelf2.ro, e..nd relief Silrvices 2,;rc met by t he foJ.:!.o,-.ring 
group of agencies: a family \•Telf e.re agency of high standards , f!.Ua1Hied 
to train student case Horkers from sch ools of social Hork. .PJ.so incl udild 
in this group of agencie s is a child g~i d3llce clinic under the direction 
of a :psychiatrist, 1-Ihich offers psychological services, psychiatric 
socie ..l case ioJork , spa ch correction, Dnd occu1J r> .. 'cional ther~1lY • The 
clinic, :oe .. rt of the s t a te Division of !Jfental H,ygiene., spends t 1·1o f,_,_ll 
de .. ys a v;cek in t 1.1e city. There is also a. d.i s trict office of a s t .?.t e-'.ride 
cl1ild. :protective agency , 1ih ich de;;ls -..: it h complaints or referrals c oncern-
ing neglect o1· abnse of ch ildren, a.Dti a lso offers s e r-v-ices for unma1·Tied 
moth ers . There is a .. Protest ant agenc y SUT,J})Orted in part by Co!T'.mu:nity 
]\md, and L1. p ;-: rt by the Cotmcil of Churches, \·lith a. tre .. ined case ''orker 
uho offers family counseling and i·!ork i•rith ch il dTen, particule.rly those 
coming before the co'.lrt as cLelinq:--'-cnts. The Society of St . Yincent de 
Pau..l is a Rom~11 Catholic ."'.gency ·:orking i:!:i.th families of t h<>.t f~.i th , and. 
nblQ t o give temp ornry financial as s ist ence vrhon necessary. The Depart-
men t of ·,1.bl:i.c ~Ielfa.re offers fin ancie.l ass i s tanc e to those in need, 
including 0 . program of general relief; old ~ge assistaDce, 8nd aid to 
dep cnden-lj ch.HCl.ren. The Sal ve.tion Army is also active in offering 
temporary assistance to families, ns t: ell as e. r cre ation :pro gra.rn for 
youth. A Depm·tment of Veterans ' Scl' v icc c , 21:.0. the Veto:cPr~. s Achninistra.-
tion, 1<Tork with :problems of veterans a.Dd their families. A chapter of 
the Red Cross also offcre Home Servi ce to vet erans ~1d s ervicemen end 
their fa.rnilias, to~·ra.rd rehabilitation. 
I 
Thc.il cit y ope1·ates a homo for P.gocl men 2:nC1. 1·:omen, .;:mel tl1o J!'edcral 
Security Agency administ e1· s social c cccccit y payments to i·.rorkers r e t i red 
a t t he ag e of 65 e-:.11d to tl1eir f2Jnilies f oJ.low:::.ng ti:e wor kor 1s de ath. 
There i s a city hosp i tal , -vdth v e..rious clinics to .. c-ot health needs , 
end t'_cr c is a visitin g nurs lll associe.tion . The cH y health department 
opon:.te £ -vr ell-ba:by and immunization clinics on a neighborhood bas i s . 
Th e city h a s 9. che1;p ter of the 1TE'.ti onal Foundat i on of I nf2J1tile P<·.re,lys:i.s~ 
~Uthough heeJ.th n c0ds seem vrell me t , the re is con stant eff ort to improve 
the s e ser v ices . 
I n t h e area of recr eation , the city :progre.m ha.s Dlroady been men-
tioned: I n addition , there :::.re :Boy Sco1.:.t and Girl Scout e.s well as 
Camp Fir w activities , a T.LVICA, a Chil cixen 1 s Recre e.ti on Cen:'G Cl' , f or 
chilclren 6 to 14 , e. Jev1 is h communit y cent er , offering a recreeti on :pro-
gran1 for yo v.t :Z.  of tha.t f ~ith .. 
l~ cha~J"t c:r of Alcoholics .Anonymous a..flct a Committe~ for Educ .. tion 
on Alcoholism m• e e.cttvely fnnctioning~ 
Uh en s ervices bey ond t hos e lint ed e.re req_uired, the ;," e.r e availc.b le 
in a ne arb; m ,tro:polit £'11 a rea. ':2he s e Iik'l.Y i11cl ude s tudy or det ention 
homes for chilcL:ren ::mel youth, habit clinics, homes fo r UJ1Jilarried mot hers , 
etc. All st at e s ervices an d. institutions E' .. :cc r->v ailable to t h ose requiring 
them. 
Tr.w.· ough the vaxious character building and recreationaJ.. agencies , 
a number of smomcr cmnp s ro'rc avail::'.blc; including a camp f0r chil c_ren 
I n£ cdinb S"'.:) ecisl physical care. Solvation .Ltrmy offers camy t o ch ildren 
-
jl \<!hose p e.rents al' e un<:>.bl o to t?f'forcl fulJ. cost of c a.mp eJ.'"}1erience. As 
I mentioned previously , the Chest f':nd Co1.mcil acts a s c- clesring i'lou s e 
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during t he cam~ing season , to as sure smoothest an d f u:!_lest use of faci-
lities. 
The fa.Jllily service agency acts a.s the local agent f or the Trav-elers 1 
Aid society. 
Again, t l:. i.s is ~ very brief listi11_g, a s it 1·!ould be ir:ror acticable 
to describe in det ail t h e activities of' each agency. The emphas is in 
:9rivate agencies is a;tray from relief, Hh ich it i s the function of the 
Department of Public l:!elfo.r e to administer , E:ncl tm~· ar d service in co1L11-
seling, rchc,bilitati on , 1.m cl case '::ork. This is t he 2.1orma l trend in all 
for1v c.rd looking c ommunities today, a i'. d. is a l ogical ou-Ggro~;Jth of the 
increase in tax-supported service. 
From the sketch of t he con1Tnunity , its, sc ::1ools, vn d com.lli'LIDity 
agencies, vl e shall turn in the next c ha ); t er to a s uJnmar y of some of the 
basic :prin ciples of referral , the emnhasis being on referral of cases 
behreen co mmunit~r agencies and the s chool s , a1 t h ough some of the :prin-
ciiJl es.st a t ed uill deal Hith t.1e referral :proces s it self, e.nd be anpli-
cable to referral betil.' e en e.ge!lcies , or even to cl_ifferent '·rorkers ui thin 
au aEency . The t erm 11 referral 11 i s o.. natural :pr::.rt of tl1e argot of 
social \'rork, bu.t en effort will be made to k eep t he dis cussion of it 
vrithin the bounds of normal English , so fa:r as :possible. 
l~ote: Reference mat erie.~ s c onsulted for t l:. ts ch~ter incluo.e the Annual 
Rep orts, published jointly b y t he verious city a.e:p[1rtments in t h e s tudy 
a:rea; t \,ro au t hentic his tories of t he & .. rea; a Statistical Abstract; a 
:publice.tion of the Chrunber of Commerce; Ar>..nual Reu ort of t he family serv-
ice society; publicity material of t he Communit;r Chests 8lld Councils; 
special :public .<:1.tions of the school depc-..rtment. Beca:use the co nnnuni ty is 
not identified, t h is mat erial is not included in t he bibliography. 
CHli.PTER IV 
SOHE PRINCIPLES OF REFERHA.t 
The term 11 referraJ. 11 defined..--As alJ.uclecl t o previously , ancL as the 
term t:lhich this ch apter i'lill attem:ot to qualify, 11 referral 11 indicates the 
process of transfer of a client fr om the agency which he.s been 1·:ork ing 
t:rith him to c::nother corrmrunity resource 1·rhich C [·m more ne P.rly snit h is 
needs , or a :J??Xticular n eed 8.t t he moment. In some i ns t ances, both 
agencies may continue to "l'!ork s 1r.~1u1 t a.-.11eonsly vri th the client from d.if-
ferent foci , but .in either case the :9roces s of referral must be ha.nd.led 
vri th equal caxe and 1'ii th full knmdedge tho.t the ste-o is t aken not a s 
an e:x;?ecUency , but as :9art of a carefrllly 1:lorked out :plan, 1:ith a nd for 
the client, for his better ultimate e.cl justment. 11 Each referral is c-..n 
ino.ivicluclizeCL task, uhos e g oa l is to hel~::l t he client Etehieve more 
strength rather than less .ul/ 
Some of t he c~ualifying st a tements or 11 p rinci:ples 11 listed belovi will 
a:p:vly to the referraJ. :9rocess in gener2,J., 211d some Sy ecifically to re-
ferral of clients from sch ools t o soci[:l e.gencies. Th e school is included, 
houever , in al l g ener al st a.te.'Tients regar ding referra~ methods~ 
Rte_f_e rrals shoul d. be mao.e b y one or more comp etent i nc1ividuaJ.s , 
to whom this function has been specifically designat eei . .,--In smoothly 
.&-. J.. • 
0 0 J. • 0 t • t' J.. • t 0 t nf' b t .cunc~.~2.onJ.ng soc2a apenc :L es 1. J.s ne ?)r a cuJ.Ce o nr-.ve a s a i_ mem er a 
y Elizabeth HcCormick (Hrs.), 11 The Use of Commun i t;'.r Res ources a s a Case 
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• .Tork Process 11 , Unpublished :9a:per ~presented s.t Hassachusetts Conference of 
Socia l ~'fork , :Boston, December, 19!.~9 ~ 
the s upervisory level, or at least a t h oroughly experiencecl senior c ase 
•:orker, res-ponsi"ble for uintake 11 , or all a~9:plications for t h e service of 
the agency , vrhether from in C'.ividuals, or e.s requests from othe r <:;.gencies. 
The sc-1Ille c <:>.re is ta..~en in requesting t he service of anothl':)r c>.gency , t:b..is 
being done not "by the ind.ividud v;orker alone , but usually in a conference 
ui t l: the supervisors of b ot h agencies :;;resent. All agencies, o:f course, 
do not function smoothly, <me. t here is -v.Jide V8rir:nce of practice. For 
the oy timum good of t he client, hmvever, H \"io'Uld seem best f or each 
c..g ency (end here i·Je include the schools) to c;.ssiga to the receiving and 
referring of cases, thoroughly trainecl ancJ responsible individuals \;'ho 
knm·i >·Jell the function of t he ir o1m agency, are acquainted u ith the com-
munity ancl its resources, and kncreT the met hod of a~-J }Jro2.ch i:q each situa-
tion. P ersons ass i €)lec. to t h is te.sk gain ever g-reater sk ill, encl can 
serve the ;::.gency a.'Yld t he client Hith e. minimum of v1aste effort, a maxi-
mum of professi onal efficiency. 
Schools, unless the:>' hc.ve a trainee. ce.se Harker, e.re e.t a loss in 
th:i.s reg2rd. L'1 s ome instances it is the :!_:lrinci:pa.l vJho may refer children 
and their far.ailies to social a.gencies, in others it may be c:w."l i nf ormal 
arr [".,ngement i·rhere any i nterestec1 or ba.fflecl teacher may call an e.gency , 
or several, before the proper service is loc 2.ted. In systems v:here 
there G.r e trainecl E:,u.ic.ence co"Lmselors , they may act as referring ::-.,gents, 
and often ac quire skill as the ~r learn the use of resources a<1.d become 
more selectiv e in cases referred. 
~;!hen the needs of a client can "be more aclequat ely met by 2nother 
communit y resource, good ~ractice indicates that the individual or agency 
c1.1.rrently 1·rork ing uith the client seek to effect this referraJ..--The 
:problem of i'Jhat to refer and i\'hen to refer it can be very consuming in 
terms of time, energy, end effort. Ra,ther than a pla.nne.d. process, 
referral to another D.genc y ma;r be a last-ditch effort 'Go d.o s omet ~1 ing, 
a..'1ything, ~:d th a difficult situation when the first 2 .. gency h2.s reached 
the encl of its nrofessionol ro:r,>e. To ouote 3~ain from McCormick;!:.fu,i'J'e g o 
through the :notions of referral, not re2.-1ly thinking abo"G.t tihat ca:'l be 
a.ccom•;lished. 11 This is c ertainly not the "use of co;nmunit;)' resources as 
a case v.rork p rocess 11 • A basic questi on tha t shot.:cld be faced before send.-
ing a client haphazardly off in another clirect t on might be 11 i'lhe.t , in our 
best thinking, anc. in the client's, \dll be his gain in seeking this nei·l 
service?" 
In the case of children, i'lho are l e.rgely inarticulate concerning 
their clec:pest need.s , it is neces ser;r fo1· t h ose l'es~pons ible to rea d. i n 
mood., att itudes, and behc::vior, the story of need, end to act accordingly. 
Professional skill is a necess:::.ry coro.U s.ry to the interpretation of 
behavior, other;·Jise the very interpretation may again be a matter of 
comfort a.nd ex-pediency on the p e..rt of t he interpreter, 'I:Tho i·fil l find in 
a child's behavior exactly ivhat r,e is looking f or at any given moment 
to pr oYe vrhE~,tever he ,,rould. like to :orove . 
If social e,genc ies, 1'-'i t h al.l t h e machinery for economic trC'.!llsferring 
of clents, ancl. 1'1ith a g-rmd .. "lg body of sldlled :oersonnel , ccm still 
malt:e inadea_uate use of e ach other 1 s services, it does not seem th2.t they 
cm1 sit on the judgment sea t v1hen a~pre,ising the school 1 s use of these 
same services. Schools, by encl l8.rge, have not ·oeen brought into the 
1JElizabeth McCormick, op . cit. 
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inner circle \ihen iP:ter-a.gency planr:. ing h as taken pl ace. Therefore, it 
is not in e.ny sense of a d.•rerse cri ticis!ll th at t :b..e follm'll.ng observations 
ae made , 'but \l!ith the ree,lization that often good agencies 1-d th much 
to offer he,ve -not made clear to their fellou 1·rorkers in the classrooms 
1·1h 2.t is available in terms of service, and hm·1 to go about getting it~ 
Also, e.gency uersonnel sometimes lack appreciation for a..1'ld 1.mclerstanding 
of the fo cus of the school, '>lit h its entirely different set of pressures , 
vlhich influence gTeatly the e~pl;roach of the school to other co :r!lllunity 
resources. 
This is mr.-~de clear by Laao.!./,tho points out tlw,t the school has a 
res:9onsi 'bil i t y a..'1cl con cern for all children in at t encla.1'lc e; tha.t authority 
is inherent :i.n the school program in the e11..forcement of attendance ; 
that the child is primarily a member of a groun; that there are :~ressures 
of class loads, -promotions, a:ncl :prescribed cou1·ses of study; a.ncl that 
usually, tee..chers o.re not trained :i.n the '--no,:iled.ge of c hild cleveJ.o·, ment , 
nor 5_n the au:9raisal of their oi"m beh::wior and the pert th,-t it :9leys 
in the inter-relationshi p s in the classroom. She r Gises the question, 
"Can the teacher see behe.vior apar t from herself?" Too often, the m1 s,:1er 
must be in the negative~ 
From this tradit ionaJ.ly more or less rigid background, t he schools 
are beginning to focus more attention on the i ndi vidna..l and to reach out 
into the comm1..mity for types of help th0.t are not av~oulable ;.-Ji thin their 
m-m 1·Jalls~ It is not unusual tha.t cases seJ.ect~d for referra..l to social 
agencies often reflect the earlier focus and that the child v1ho upsets 
y llJ.ma LeE.b, op. cit., :page 83. 
routine, 1·1hose behavior is very obvi ously distracting to the group , and 
1·:ho C'..ev:i.a.tes con sp icuously in one u a,y or 2nother from hi s :-Jeers .:.s singled 
out f or referral , e.s is the inclivi d.ua.l v.rl1 o finds it difficult to conform 
to eroup living , class routine. Leoneralfpoints out thct many school 
referrals: 
11 
••• have a c ertain aclministrative aspect, ~md are ueighted \·Tith 
an interest in outcome th<:>.t is bouncl to b e more activw because 
of the existence du1·ing many hours each 1·1eek of the referring 
and the refe1·red 1..1.no.er the seme roof • 11 
She goe s on to sa~r the.t school ~princtpals are trained for adminis-
trat ive responsi"bil ities , whereas for ha...11C1J.ing indiviCJ.lals-- long- time 
:9lalming for their personality needs--t:b..ey have h ad :9racti cally none . 
11 I n many cas es, s c hool :principaJ.s fh.d it b.aro. to believe that 
pa.rental coo:nere.tion cannot be f orced, uh ich may be more e asily 
understoocl ,_,;hen 1·.re realize tha·t -Ghe s ch ool cannot close its case 
or decl are the client 1un8ble t o use our servi ces 1, as c m the 
agency . Principals' referrcls ma~r shovr a var iet~r of motiva-
t ion. There may be r eal interest i n helping a ch ilc1. to a 
happ ier and more effective :nerform~nce in school m1d ou~side. 
There may be aJ.L'"l:iety and conc ern about kee:r_)ing him from be-
coming clelinq_uent. There may be a CJ.:rive to be consi dered 
p rogres sive as to this ne\·l emphasis knmm as mental hygiene 
1rr ithout a great deal of understanding af :.:its :i.mplica.t ions. 
Some referral s t e.t emen t s souno. a. note of chall enge, as u hen 
the school fe els that its m,_r-.c. efforts anc1. pat ience >d. th an 
inclividucl child have b een e::-::hausted. Chil clren a r e somet imes 
referred after a particuln.rl y Cl.isturbiTl..g ep isode. The ':lords 
defiant, disobedient, unruly, o.isru~ting , uncoouerat ive, im-
uudent , o~0~9ear on many referral blsnks . :But i ncreasingly an 
interest is being shm·m in othe::..· ::roblems tha.n those of over t 
behavior, ancl chil o.ren a re consic.e:red in need of s-pecie.l 
help because t hey are 1unhap-:JY ', uithout friends, failing in 
\·rork , tmable to concentrate , hY1_)ersensit ive, etc. 
The desire to back up a tee.cher i n her complaints about a ch ilo. 
or to reas sure her as to her seeming failure is sometimes a 
stimulc:ting factor in the principnl 1 s seeking outside help . 11 
Until school per soruiel, :par ticularly classroom teachers, learn 
i/Shtrley Le onr,rcl , op . cit. , p . l}Q et seq ~ 
more about the causative factors in behavior, referrals to social a.€;encies 
will continue to be made on the basis of the old tradition. School people 
themselves are their own harshest critics, and many of them mince no words 
in stating the facts about their inadequacies. A few quotations will bear 
this out. MaeKenzie!/reporttng on a course at Columbia University attended 
by experienced teachers and administrators, a.nd focused on understanding · 
of behavior (that of the teachers as well as of children e.nd parents), 
gives some telling comments made by members of t he class~ 
"Looking back with new perspective, one principal wrote: 
'All I cared for wa.s to have the children behave through the 
year.' A teacher commented: 1 I realize now that I kept the 
children so repressed that they never showed. problems' And 
still another: 1For the first time I see that I must change 
me to work better with narents.'" 
- . 
MershorJl states: "There is no denying that schools are not 
good, healthful places for many children ••• Teachers have 
actual misconceptions of the causes of behavior and of what 
constitutes unwholesome conditions for learning and develop-
ment~ The judgments they made on the basis of thia misin~ 
formation often result in serious harm to children." 
She points out further that teachers share the "widely held folk 
ideas11 that quiet, withdrawing, self-abnegating children are 11 good.11 • She 
emphasizes the need for scientific knowledge of behavior and its causes 
for all teachers. 
Rivlinlfmak:es clear that t he school is continually a.ffecting the 
!/Catherine MacKenzie, "Understanding Teachers", N~ Y. Times Magazine, 
Aug. 31, 1947, P. 28~ 
,YMadelaine Mershon, et 8.1, 11New -Skills for Teachers, lfet.; Understanding of 
Children", Educational Leadership, 6:550-3, May, 1949 
J}Harry Rivlin, "Education for Adjustment", lfe,., York, D. Appleton-Century 
Co., 1936, P. 9~ 
emotional adjustment of its pupils. 
"The teacher does not remain neutral in her influence upon the 
child's mental development merely by ignoring the problem." 
He warns that teachers should understand that the objective of mental 
hygiene is "a normal rather than a perfect mind11 , and that mental hygiene 
must be adopted wisely or not at all. 
"If teachers take the attitude that every minor infraction of 
class regulations is a warning of impending nervous collapse, 
if the school is to S'J.ggest the children into abberations that 
they would not otherwise have thought of, or if the classroom 
teacher is to attempt psychiatric treatments, it is preferable 
not to introduce mental hygiene into the classroom until 
teachers have been trained for this work. 11 
The outstanding factors involved in selection for referral, and par-
ticularly in referral o-f school children to other agencies, would seem to 
be: first, recognition and understanding of the client's problem; second, 
elimination of all possible resources within the school or referr~ng agency 
for dealing with it; third, knowledge of which community resource can best 
meet the needs of the particular client in question, and where resources 
mey be limited, selecting the clients carefully from the standpoint of 
which ones will benefit most--not those whom the school or referring agency 
would like to pass on for its own peace of mind to ease a tT'IJing situation~ 
or to test a new community service llhich may be looked upon as a cure-all~ 
It is particularly important to have a realization of the limited number 
of psychiatrists available, and to know that those available are physicians 
and not Marlins; also that only a small fraction of clients need the serv-
ices of a psychiatrist, who should not have his time taken from the more 
seri ously disturbed b;;- having to do the sifting process which should be 
done for him. It is also advisable, whenever possible, to refrain from 
referring a. client in the heat of a crisis, and to wait until some coolness 
and light have replaced the heat--for al l concerned. It is not unusual for 
novices at first to refer too many cases to specializ'd services and later 
too few, as they try their own hand at more and more problems. With matur-
l it:r and experience come the knowledge of one's m'ln capa.ci ties and limita-
tions--a knowledge that is necessary in good referral practice~ 
For smoothness in the refirring of clients, mutual respect between 
agencies is essentiaJ..--It is a neces~ity if the community is to realize 
the fullest value from the various services it provides. Tradition and 
circumstance in each community are responsible for shifting emphasis in 
the leadership of certain ageneies. The personality of agency executive 
and personnel is no small factor in relationships 11lith other agencies~ 
Adherance to policies that have become anacronistic, or rearing proud heads 
into the clouds of super-professionalism do not smooth the path of coopera.-
tion between those who are trying to l'TOrk out the problems of human need. 
School people have complained, and rightly so, of being patron~zed b;y mem-
bers of highly specialized agencies to whom they had referred children~ 
The thin-skinned IDa\V easily suffer abrasions when they come in .con-
tact with the protective burr of agenc,y function. Hochreiter.!fpaints a 
true but unhappy picture of this when she describes a social worker setting 
up specifications with a principal as to the "types" of problems he (the 
social worker) will aecept, and examining ee..ch referral with a "diagnostic 
microscope" to see if the ease met all the specifications. She goes on to 
sey: 
"There is probably no procedure more exasperating to school 
personnel than being closely quest i oned oy a :: 10ciel worker re-
garding the steps they have followed in their analysis of a 
ljFranklin c. Hochreiter (Mrs.), Op. Cit. 
situat i on. I have read through many a case record in which to 
the ex~ant of several pages the social worker 'talked through1 
with a principal or teacher, a referral the latter wished to 
make. Then, des-pite this exhaustive discussion, and despite 
the fact that the referral represented a real need on the 
school's part which could not be met by any other. agency, the 
social worker finally refused to accept it because it did not 
fit neatly into one of the functional grooves of his ageney~ 
Little wonder that some school people have become discouraged 
with us~" 
This writer does not imply that 100% acceptance of referral is either 
desirable or possible, but the manner of refusing a referral must be 
emotionally acceptable to the person requesting the service. She sounds 
a more optimistic note in the observation that: 
11 The mutual defensiveness, the jealous guarding of functional 
limits~ the need to divide problems possessively into 'yours• 
and 1mine 1 , have been broken do\'m, and teachers and social 
w·orkers have discovered that they can combine their individnal 
skills effectively in the treatment of problems presented by 
the pupil." 
This is no doubt tzru,e in certain limited areas, where real effort has been 
made toward mutual understanding. The opposite extreme is painted by 
SampsoDl/, and the middle ground, where the _ bulk of our conununit ies lie, 
is hampered more by fog than by storm. It is a fog that can be cleared 
little by little, as agencies and individuals gain more perspective in the 
job to be done for and with humanity, and to learn to respect the fact 
that various parts of that job will have to be allocated to those with 
varying skills, each of which is important to the total picture. A solid 
point of focus, when the fog threatens to thicken, as it does from time 
to time, is the client himself, for whom the wondrous maze was created, and 
who sometimes seems like the forgotten man in the press of agency importance 
iJJerome N. Sampson, Loc. Oit~ 
Humility in the face of' the task to be done, and a keen knowledge of' human 
fallibility, will help to maintain an attitude of' mutu2J. respect not only 
in the referral process, but in the day-b,y-~ working together that is 
necessary for all agencies in every eommunit,v~ 
Good referral depends on aec:u.rate knowledge of all community resources~ 
--The larger the community, the greater the number of agencies offering 
services of various kinds. Quanti tativeJ.y and quP.litatively, the p erson in 
charge of referral should have a thorough kno\'lledge of' what resources are 
available for persons \..rhom he may be called upon to help. This is as true 
of' the rural county set-up as of' the metropolitan areas, except that in the 
latter ease the task is more co~lex, and requires more stuey and applies.-
tion. Actual personal contact with key people in agencies to whom referrals 
will be made will smooth the path in both directions. Intake committees, 
made up of persons responsible for referral in various agencies, joint work 
on clarification of services, carefully prepared literature, ete., help 
to keep knowledge of' community resources fres h and vital. Directories 
of social agencies give a bird1 s eye view of the situation in most loeali-
ties, but a much closer look is needed in order to use agencies effectively~ 
Kvaraceus states:Y 
"In spite of' the fact that most workers in the conmnmity are 
familiar, in a general way, with the activities . of other agencies, 
there does not exist a clear understanding of what actually goes 
on in a given agency, what its aims and purposes are, or who make 
up the personnel and its clientele." 
yWilliam C. Kva.raeeus, Op. Cit., P. 284 
of case work, has not been one of their ~onscious or studied 
techniques in relation to indivi&lal behavior problems." 
On the other hand, it has seemed to the writ·er·~: of this thesis that 
school people are only infrequently invited to sit in on case conferences, 
\'/hen often they have invaluable material to contribute. Many times a. 
quick telephone call to the school census department for school and grade 
placement of a child or children is made by a worker in preparation for a 
case conference. The information is given quickly and accurately by a 
clerk and sometimes is the only bit of knowledge that the worker has about 
the relationship in which the children in question are spending more than 
30 hours each week dur~ng the major part of the year~ 
The conference method is intended for the pooling and sharing of 
knowledge and ald.lls, for eliminating the extraneous, for delimiting 
areas of service, assigning specific taSks, keeping confusion at a minimum. 
Not all of these objectives are attained at all case conferences, and 
sometimes indeed, the haze of discussion matches that of the cigarette 
smoke in which so often it takes place. However, a case conference, well 
planned, and conducted by a capable chairman, the proceedings noted by a 
secretary and made available to those attending, should do much not only 
to help in the immediate situation, but as a medium of interpretation for 
all interested parties~ 
Joint, continued effort is sometimes necessary by two agencies serving 
the same client or family~--It frequently happens the.t a case is referred 
to another source for a specialized service, but the referring agency also 
continues to work in conjunction with the second~ In this situation, it 
is necessary for both agencies to be conversant with each other's plans 
Speaking specifically of school-agency referral, Hochreiter1ifeels 
that 11 Those who deal with a part of youth's needs limit themselves if they 
do not maintain a community perspective~ 11 Most important of aJ.l is a 
thorough -knowledge of the referring person's own agency, and what it can 
and cannot do--particularly what it ~ do. Knowing and using the re-
sources of one's own agency, and refraining from becoming involved in tasks 
that lie without its province wil l help in the selection of cases for re- J 
ferral~ The person most directly helped by clear and intelligent referral 
is the client, who often suffers in the shopping process, as he wanders 
among the many specialized services. It is frequently desirable and some-
time·s necessary for agency functionaires to gather and discuss a client 1 s 
situation, in order to determine which s~rvice or services will best 
suit his needs, and how best to offer them to him~ 
The conference method is often an economical means of deciding on 
referral of a client from one agency to another.--Leonar~describes the 
conference method as a 11 unique contribution of case work." Its necessity 
was brought about by the multiplying of similar and often duplicate services 
as social work mushroomed. Its desirability has been proved as communities I 
attempt to bring more system into the business of offering help to those 
who need it. The conference method is deliberative, and not an assembly 
line process. In speaking of referrals from schools, Leonard sey-s: 
11 It must be kept _in mind that school principals are conditioned 
to s:peed and efficiency in handling any violation of school 
rules, and that the conference method, a unique contribution 
i/Franklin c. Roehreiter (Mrs), Op~ Cit., P. 344 
g/Shirley Leonard, Op. Cit., P. 41 
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and progress. Here again, the conference method is valuable for periodic 
t.evimT and evaluation. This is particularly true in the school situation, 
where the client is practically in residence during part of each da.y. The 
social worker, in the community, can advise the school regarding various 
forces that are influencing the child and help to interpret the behavior 
patterns shown by the child outside, and also those described by school 
personnel who have an excellent opportunity for observation. Roehreiter!f, 
in describing school-agency referrals also points out that the social agena,r 
can offer consultant service '"hen it is possible for a problem to be handled 
within the school. Then the social worker~ " ••• Help occasiona~ly to 
handle anxieties that often result when the problem seems just as bad as 
or worse than it was when treatment was initiated." 
Kvaraceu.g/, speaking of the cooperation between other agencies and 
the Passaic Children 1 s :Bureau, previously mentioned, say-s: 
"In accepting cases referred to the agency by the :Bureau in 
its study-treatment program, most agencies have been eager and 
willing to accept and to work with the juvenile and his parents~ 
Too often these contacts have been casual with no systematic 
program · of referral to the a.gency or interim reporting by the 
agency which assists with the case~" 
The same observation might be made not too erroneously in most other 
communities, the press of "busy-ness11 being a. major contributor to the 
fault of short-sightedness~ 
The conference method offers an excellent device for inter-agency 
cooperation, but it is the opinion of this writer that most case conferences 
might be handled with more dispatch, 'nth fewer personnel present, and would 
!/Franklin 0. Hocbreiter (Mrs.), Op. Cit., P. 348 
2/William C. Xvaraceus. Oo.__QiL_._ P. 28'1 
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be more effective if those participating were better prepared~ 
Careful use of J;he Social Service Index is an important factor in 
working with and referring clients to other community resources~--Most 
large comniunities, and some smaller ones have a systematic service for 
centralized reporting of all agencies who are working with a particular 
individual or his family. The index is, again, an outgrowth of the need 
for clarification among the rapidly expanding services being offered in 
the last two decades. The basic function of an index is to prevent dupli-
cation of service, and to help agencies know Wha.t other services in the 
community have been used by the client, so that these mq be contacted if 
necessary. The service is confidenti~l, and in most communities, the in-
formation is carefully guarded. Vital statistics regarding a family gron:p 
are recorded, with the names of all agencies who ha,ye worked with the family 
or any member of i~. 
In ~ agencies, registration with the index is mandatory, part of 
policy, and all referrals are "cleared" with the index before an agency 
becomes active. There has, naturally, been some abuse of information from 
social service indices, particularly on the part of inadeque.tely trained 
agency personnel. Lately, the trend has been to make less com:plete use of 
the index. In accordance with changing concepts in case work, the use of 
this service is being eyed with some suspicion, :particularly by certain 
agencies. The attitude taken is that families have a right to kno'IT that 
they are being registered with a central index, and that their permission 
should be gained for such registration, or even to call regarding their 
previous connection with other agencies. One agency kept careful record 
of the attitude of its clients regarding the use of the index, and whether 
or not they cared if they were registered or if the agency used the inde~ 
to gather information from other registrants. The agency was surprised to 
learn that to most clients it was quite immaterial, and that their prime 
concern was not with the way in ,.,.hich the case workers used their tools, 
·but with the problem that was troubling them when they eallle for help. 
Another factor in the use of the index is the s~rlng awrq from involvement 
with long case histories, and the gathering of pages of information that 
contribute little or nothing to the solution of the present situation. 
In the writer's experience, it bas been the practice of some agencies 
to send routine form letters to all agencies registered on a case, request-
ing swmna.ries. All over the community, busy personnel would take time out 
to prepare summaries, which migh t be filed in the back of records, without 
being read. One agency experimentally ignored snch form requests for a 
period of time, and none of them was followed up by the requesting a.gency, 
indicating that not too much thought was being given to the process by the 
requesting agency. 
The maintenance and use of a socis.l service index should be on the 
highest possible professional level. Only thus can it be s. real service 
to the comm'Wlity~ The growing tendency of some agencies to become: more 
and more aloof is not necess~.rily an indictment of the index, but part of 
the somewhat dangerous trend mentioned by SampsorJ./, and an accentuation 
of compartmental divis i on rather than professional cooperation on the part 
of agencies~ So far as the schools are concerned, in some communities i 
I 
special school services, such as the attendance department, or school social ! 
I 
! 
i}Jerome N. Sampson, Loc. Cit., 
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service, have membership in the index~ Only trained personnel should have 
access to this eonurnmity' service, whiah is predicated on confidentiaJ.ity~ 
Persons ~ !2!, problems should !!, referrec4--In professional par.lance 
there has arisen ~ver the yea.ra an 'Wlhappy but perfectly tmderstandable 
tendency to refer to people's difficulties according to the professional 
interest in them at the moment, much in the same way that a shopkeeper 
talks of his stock. Thus we hear of the fracture on Ward :B, the truant, 
the unmarried mother, the alcoholic, the relief recipient, the parolee, the 
dependent child. It is sometimes easy to lose sight of the fact that we 
are speaking perhaps, of a man with sudden confining limits thrust upon 
by a broken limb; a boy whose needs are not being met by the school--which 
~ be even aggravating his maladjustment; a yo'llllg woman or a mere girl, 
with the intense emotional difficuJ.ties that have ce.used her illegitimate 
pregnancy, and the even greater ones involved in lr.Orking out a pltm for 
herself and her baby; a person who is escaping into dipsomania; en old ·man, 
once young and vital, and the chief support of his family, now awaiting 
a meager check that he feels he did not earn; a lawbreaker who has tasted 
our attempts at rehabilitation, and is starting out again, with the score 
ehalked brightly against him; a child bereft of the roots that are his 
natural heritage, resenting our efforts at grafting him to a new plant~ 
Neither social agencies nor schools are without fault in this tendency not 
only to 1 taJ.k shop, 1 but perhaps imperceptibly, to begin to see people 
partially~ as 1problems~ 1 This becomes apparent in the referral process~ 
We refer a "stutterer" to a speech clinic, a problem of marital discord 
to the family agency; sn eneuretic to a child guidance clinic; a truant 
to the attendance offers; a retarded Child to the psychometrist~ 
•==========*=~-=-~-~=-~-=-=-=-=======-=-==-==~~~-=-==·=====================================*====== 
McCormicldlwarns of "the danger in referring the problem, not the person~• 
krbuckle?J reiterates this view: 
The counselor and teacher ••• will be thought of as 
persons who are concerned with the individual more than with 
the problem ••• ~ Place the emphasis on the individual · 
rather than the problem and the child will begin to see the 
light as he struggles through his problem~ 
No matter what the worker's field of speciality, it is important alw~s 
to see people as persons, and to see them whole~ It is important, too, 
to remember that children are people~ When people need help, we refer 
them to the best possible place to get this help, and we understand that 
the whole person goes for this help. He does not send his problem in 
while he himself sits in the waiting room. 
11 !!. imperative ~ the client understand and EJi ,!a comolete 
sympathy !.!!8.1!!.! referral !2. another agency~--Both the referrin& agency 
and the one to whom the client is referred, share the responsibility for 
interpretilli: to him the reasons for his being advised to go to another 
a&ency, and the services that will be offered to him there~ This m~ not 
'be so . easy as it sounds~ Most people ~:ill not seek help until their 
situation becomes unbearable, is almost at the breaking point~ Even then, 
the utmost courage is sometimes necessary for the individual to share with 
an outsider what is troubling him deeply~ To go through this proeess1 an.d 
take himself to an agency, and then, in dne course, to find that he mu.st go 
to still another one, will mean that he must be given full understanding 
of why this must be so~ He will have to take en active part in planning 
1/ Elizabeth McCormick, (Mrs~) Op~ Cit~, p. 3. 
y Dugald s~ Arbuckle, "Teacher Counseling, R Addison-\'Tesley Press, 
Cam'bTidge, 1.950, P• g~ 
to go to the next agency, and be will need support and help in making 
the transfer if continuity of service is to be maintained. :Both agencies 
should understand clearly the conditions under 'Which he is referred, and 
what steps each has taken in making preparations for his referral. In the 
case of children, the parents are included in this process, as well as 
the child~ McCormiclr1/ seys, 11 Do what you can before referral," indicating 
that the referral is not just a sloughing off of responsibility, but is, 
in itself, a major part of responsibility 1n working w1 th a · client~ Wh.Sil 
both school and agency must work with a child and his parents, the referral 
process is further complicated~ As Leonar~expla.ins, 1 0a.se work in a 
school setting is difficult and challenging, and mey- often lead to the 
disconcerting question: Who is our client, the educator, the parent, or 
the child? Frequently, it seems to be all three.• A school social wrker 
referring a child to an outside agency thus has a. tbree-fold task to 
accomplish, and all parts of it must be given equal care if everyone 
concerned is to benefit~ 
~ individu.aJ.'s right to self-determination must be respected in !.!'!! 
referral process~--It has sometimes seemed to the writer, perhaps 
impiously, sitting in a conference of case workers assembled to discuss 
a client or family, that the latter's fate was being decided without his 
being given a chance to cry out that this fate is not all together to his 
choosing~ In his absence, and with the record spread before us, we ponder 
1/ Elizabeth McCormiCk, (Mrs) ~~ Cit., p. 5~ 
EJ Shirley Leonard, Op. Cit~. P• 43~ 
sagely and professionally on the pros and cons of his past, present, and 
future~ This is all well and good, if the client has had, or will have 
his sa;v regarding the plans we ar-e making for him. He has the right to 
seek help, or to refuse to seek it. We ma;v see his need mu.ch more clearly 
than he does, bu.t we do not have the right to coerce him, to knock him 
dmrn \4th our helping hands~ According to McCormick:!/ 
We have no right to impose aur standards, . our particular 
mores, or our hopes and ambitions on him. Within the framework 
of our laws· he is free to make his own choices, and his own 
decisions as to what he will do in his lifetime. 
It is exasperating and frustrating, after long and careful conference 
planning, \'lith steps A, :B, and C carefully outlined, to have the client 
upset the whole plan by going his own WSV' ~ If the plans have not been 
discussed with him, this is healthy enough~ It may be less healthy if 
he complies completely, without having taken part in the planning. In this 
regard, McCormick raises a significant question: •can agencies defeat the 
client's right to self-determination by too much planning?" The ansWer 
would seem to be in the a.ffirmati ve~ 
In referring a client to another agency, we must ask ourselves \'lhether 
he really wants this service, or whether we have an urgency to see that he 
gets it~ To quote still further from McCormick, 1 It is our case work skill 
and sense that mu.st determine what we do, not our anxiety or concern. We 
mtlSt learn that we cannot do everything for everybo~~· This does not 
imply a return to the cold, impassive, approaCh professionally in vogue 
1/ E[izabeth McCormiCk, (Mrs.) Op. Cit., p. 4, et seq~ 
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a. few years ago~ An agency can stretch out a hand in warm and friendly 
helpfulness, leaving it up to the client whether or not he wants to grasp 
that hand~ 
McCormick feels that even in an authoritative setting there is still 
an opportunity for respect for the individual~ She believes that authority 
is a realistic part of life, and that even within legal or punitive 
restrictions, there is room for the client's right to self-determination~ 
In children's protective services, in the enforcement of school attendance 
laws, in corrective agencies, this theory mey be put to use~ 
In school referral.s . it is particularly important to decide whether 
the pupil really needs the services of an agency, or whether the personnel 
of the school have a need to remove a disru.pting infiuence, without too 
much thought as to the causes for the disruption. In the Honolulu Plan, 
mentioned previously, it was found that some children were referred for 
agency services without their parents having been consulted, or even 
in:f'ormed that the referral had been made~ Procedures of this sort raise 
'barriers that must be broken down before effective work can be done by the 
agency, which must begin b;y interpreting the need for the referraJ. to the 
child and his parents. In other words, they must prepare their clients for 
their services after they have arrived, if indeed the.y come at all~ 
The most careful case work is needed to help a client explore his own 
needs, and to interpret to him where and how these needs can be met~ Fear 
of the unkno~m is inherent in almost ever,y referral to a new resource~ 
Many interviews mey be necessai7, .for instance, with a very disturbed person 
before he can go, of his own volition, to the ps;ychiatrist who can help 
him~ Tabus against ps;rchiatric services must be broken down, and the 
i 
client must be led to see that the present work can offer, perhaps warmth 
and understanding, but not the professional skill required to help him 
basically~ The worker may let the client know that he will support him 
in his move tCNard the help that he needs, bUt the move must be the 
client's own~ 
xerrrrJ} sums up the need for respecting the dignity of the individ:u.al 
when she says: "Limitless delicacy is needed for skillful helping of 
troubled people~" This includes, along with all that has been mentioned, 
a sense of timi.lJ&,--of knowing when a person is rea~ to take a step, and 
being there, then, to help him~ 
In maldnt:: referrals ig_. other agencies it !! !!.!.! to follow any 
proced:u.res alrea.d)[ designated !!z ~ agencies !2!_ the acceptance of 
cases~--Most agencies have certain requirements in the w~ of information 
desired when a case is referred to them, and it is usually wise to comply 
with these requirements. There is the question of how much information to 
give, and in what form~ McCormick' sY comments in this regard seem to be of 
value~ She believes that it is wasteful to give too little or too much 
information, and the giving of all information should be geared to the 
requirements of the receiving agency~ If a certain practice is required 
there is some reason behind it~ It has grown out of usage~ The practice 
itself ~ be open to question, but it is the best policy to conform so far 
!loS case m rk principles go~ She points out that it is not alw~s the 
!J Maude von P. Xemp, "The Child Welfare Service Job and the Community," 
!!:!, Family, January, 1943, P• 337~ 
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factual material that is important, so much as the way in which the 
client brings out this information-his own emotionaJ. reaction to it~ 
If the receiving agency has not set auy referral requirements, then 
it remains within the judi:ment of the referring a&ency to present the 
client and the information about him in the w~ that it thinks will be 
most economical and most helpful to the other agency. 
~referring agency ~not dictate treatment to the receiving 
agency:--It sometimes happens that an agency will refer a. client for a. 
specific service, to another agency which has this service to offer~ The 
referring agency in its concern and anxiety about the client, mq wish to · 
hurry the process by implying exactly what it wants the other agency to 
do, and how to do it~ Protective aervices often have great pressure brough: 
to bear on them "to break up" or remove from the community a family which 
refuses to conform to local mores~ Protective agencies have long since 
learned the depth of family ties, and have developed a high tolerance for 
non-conformity, within reasonable limits~ When a case is referred to such 
an agency it will handle it according to its own policy, and for the best 
interests of the client~ The same holds true of sny agency, and referrals 
made not from anxiety or concern, but according to case work principles 
will not be followed up with a blue print for the receiving agency to use~ 
As McCormick!/ says, 11We do not tell people how they should work~• Also, 
when another agency has accepted a referral, either totally, or to work out 
a specific problem with the client, the referring agency does not confuse 
jJ Ibid. P. 5. 
the client by trying to work on the same problem at the same time~ In the 
words of Jlesch,l/"Where competition between workers begins, therapy ends~ 1 
This situation, too, will be avoided by- proper referral, which should 
clarify- for the workers of both agencies, and for the client, the 
responsibilities and limitations of each~ 
~ understanding 2.! the mechanical s !r! "Transference" !!. neeessarz .!!!, 
accomplishing good referrals~-In order to refer a person to another agency, 
it is essential that both the referring worker and the worker who is to re-
ceive the client have a clear understanding of the ccynamies of the relation-
ship between client and worker~ 1 It is particularly necessary to under-
stand the relationship of the client to the worker in the referring agency, 
especially the transferenoe.•g/Perhaps one of the simplest definitions of 
the term "transference is given by Aichorn:~ 
When we speak of the transference in connection with social 
re-education we mean the emotional response of the ~il toward 
the educator or counselor or therapist, as the case mw be, 
without meaning that it takes place in exactly the same way as 
in an analysis~ The 1 counter-transfere:ace" is the emotional 
attitude of the teacher toward the pupil, the counselor tO'Irard 
his charge, the therapist toward the patient~ The feeling 
which the child develops for the mentor is conditioned by a 
much earlier relationship to someone else~ We must take 
cognizance of this fact in order to understand these relation-
ships~ 
iJ Regina Flesch, Op. Cit. p. 9~ 
~ Elizabeth McCormick, (Mrs.) Op. Cit. p. 5· 
~ August Aichorn, We;yward Youth, Viking Press, New York, 1935, P• 117~ 
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To the counselor of the child the knowledge af the trans-
ference mechanism is indispensable~ 
An example of transference might be seen in the boy who finds 
himself in emotional difficulties because of su~pressed hostility toward a 
younger, brighter, and more favored brother. The therapist who is working 
with him becomes actually, for a time, the brother~ However, the boy is 
able to express freely his dislike and all of his feelings toward the 
therapist, is finally able to accept and see through them, and starts on 
the wq to emotional balance~ The process is hardly as stra~.ghtforward 
and simple as this example may meke it sound, and is not a conscious 
mechanism. Working '\rl th people is a matter of emotions, and not a coldly 
scientific process, although one of the growing pains of ease work was its 
J;reoceupation with "scientific objectivity." Social workers mey now com-
fortably admit to their own human complement of emotion, which they must 
learn to use wisely and well, but never to ignore. FlesclJJmakes some 
telling comments in this regard: 
The client 1s feeling about a reassignment is related more to 
the emotion invested in the relationship than to its duration~ 
~~e relationship between client and worker is both a means 
and a method of therapy, but is neither constant nor essentially 
rational~ It is powerfully subjective. 'Transference'--or 
relationship to the current worker highlights the client's fe eling 
about the change. 
Interpersonal relationship is a thing above the agency. 
She points out . further that w1 th impending change, material that has 
1 
been withheld mq come out~ Feelings likely to be aroused by separation 
I j} Regina Flesch, Op. Cit., p. 7. 
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from the first worker are insecurity, anxiety, and rejection. lmcom:plete 
transferenc~ Il1a\r raise :problems~ It is obvi ous from these statments that 
referring a cliec.t to mother agency is vastly different from tyiJ:l& an 
express tag to a package, and shipping it to its destination. The whole 
person is involved, and both workers are involved, :professionally and 
emotionally~ It is well lmown that one worker ma:y fail where another JI1Ecy" 
succeed, although eacy may have equal skill and training~ In this connec 
a concluding quotation from Flesch!fseems fitting: 
.AJ.l the :psychiatric understanding, :patience, and skill 
in the world will not make up for the lack of a singular 
p ersonal spark in the relationship~ 
Working with people, or referring them to someone else who will work w.J. th 
them, is a completely human business~ 
Referral should be regarded ~ help !2!:.• ~ ~ ~ threat to the 
client~--If all of the above "principles" '"'ere observed, :fi; 11rouJ.d be 
unnecessary to :make a statement of this sort. However, referr als made to 
certain types of agencies or services, are sometimes made in a threatening 
attitude, which ma:y delay or preclude entirely, any effective work by the 
second agency~ LaabEJ in speaking of referrals to a school social worker 
:poi nts this out~ 
What children will be referred depends on various factors 
affecting the role, function, and practice of the social 111orker 
in the school~ If the school sees the service as part of or 
complementing the school' e work with the child, assistance \'lill 
be sought early. This attitude will strengthen and clarify the 
relationship. If the school feels resistant to the Child and 
~/ Regina Flesh, Ibid, p ~ 7. 
Ef Alma Laab, Op. Cit., P• 85~ 
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his behavior, feels the need to :punish or make him over, or 
waits until the situation is an emergency, or used the referral 
as a threat to the child or his :parent, the school social worker 
will be limited~ The manner in which the social \\rorker is 
introduced is all important~ 
This would hold true for all referrals. Every doctor is familiar with 
the fighting, frightened child, who has been threatened with the bugaboo 
of the doctor, and who finally comes to the ~:PY moment when he 
d.esperat ely needs the services of that very man. More time is spent in 
quieting and interpreting than m~ be needed for the treatment • The 
analogy for social ~encies is not far fetched~ Knowledge of the function 
of all ~encies in the comnnmity that might be used at any time, and 
professional appreciation of the wa:g in \'Thich the functions are carried 
out \'lould obviate referral as a threat to anyone, to a:ny agency whatever~ 
Keeping statistical records 1! important~--For evaluative purposes, it 
is essential that accurate statistical records be kept in al.l community 
agencies, regarding cases accepted, and for what types of' service~ 
Statistics should be meaningful, and free of "padding" with unimportant 
items~ If agencies could agree to work out somewhat similar systems within 
each community, comparative stucy would be facilitated. It is equally 
important for schools that use community agencies, to keep an account of 
the types of cases referred, and to which resources. Records serve a 
valuable purpose if' properly kept~ Literally mountains of' words, labori-
ously recorded~ fill the files of social agencies throughout the country. 
I 
In good agencies, there is a continuing quest to lessen the number of words 
and render more accurate and meaningful, those used~ 
This listing by no means exhausts the discussion of the referral 
process, bat for the purposes of this paper l-d.ll suffice to show that the 
""'---- ~ =---=--=--- ---=-- --~~-=--====-=-=-=--==-c-=-==--=-=--=--=--=--=-----co-=-----==-=--==-=--==H====== 
process is far from simple, and that it must be undertaken with professional 
care and consideration~ A final ~uotation from McCormiek!Jwill summarize 
the outstanding factors: 
Difficulty in referral usually comes when basicoase 
work principles are not observed, i~e., respect for the 
individual and his right to self determination~ We should 
be reasonably certain of these points: the client is reaey 
to accept the other community resource, or at least to 
consider it; the referring social worker is referring a 
person with a. problem, not the problem; to do this it is 
necessary to understand the relationship of the client to 
the first worker, especially the transference~ 
If these pr~ciples are observed, the rest will fall into place of 
necessity, and naturally~ 
In the following chapter, the referral practices between schools and 
agencies in the stuey area. will be examj_ned in the light of these 
principles of referral, to determine the validity of the practice~ 
!J Elizabeth McCormick, (l~s.) Op. Cit., p. 6~ 
l======~lF====================================================--==~======= 
l 
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CHAPTER V 
REFElUU\L PRACTICES IN THE STUDY .AIIEA 
The a:-ppraisal of referral procedures in the community under 
observation constitutes not a controlled stu~ of practices that are 
consciously experimental, as were some of those described in a preceeding 
chapter~ It is rather an over-view of methods that have evolved in the 
day by ~working together of school and community in a setting where 
ea.ch seems to be cognizant of the contribution the other has to make~ 
The school, with its complete guidance services, has set up its own 
pattern of referral to outside resources, but this has been accomplished 
by gradual evolution rather than as part of a community design planned by 
school and agencies together~ 
The schools have had a comprehensive guidance program since 1931, and 
home visitors were appointed in 1934~ (Although referred to as 11home 
visitors• in this stu~, it is understood that the function of two members 
of the school faculty embraces much more than home visiting~ Within the 
comrrnmity they are known, not as home visitors, but as workers for the 
special school service which they represent.) 
JJ. though school enrollment has increased, the personnel for this 
service has not, and there have been one man and one woman worker since 
the service was inau.gerate~ They are not to be confused with 11visiting 
teachers, 1 the name originally used for school social. workers, who are 
'I trained both in case work and in teaching~ The man and woman visitor in ~ is case are both experienced teachers, who -· had training in guidance 
======',I --=--=---=-=---=---=-- -=--~-=.c-===11======·' 
- =-=-=-=-----=~!11-.....,~=--=-·--~ ~-~--=-=-=--==- -=' 
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I and counseling, and are particularly suited from the standpoint of 
:personal! ty, for work with individual children~ Both state frankly that 
they are not ease workers, that their focus is that of the sohool, and 
that they feel the necessity for using community resources constantly, 
to meet the needs of children with whom they are working~ The :present 
incumbents, who give these views, have held their positions for the last 
few yeEll"s, and it is since their arrival that the line of referral to 
outside agencies has become a more firmly established :pattern. 
In this city, the school has frequently taken the initiative in 
. 
sponsoring joint studies of specific needs, sud also makes a continuous 
effort to interpret school facilities end functions to · the eomnnmity·i. To 
introduce to the community the referral system a.s worked out with the home 
visitors, a series of informal. meetings and teas wer~ held with the :person-
nel of community agencies, in small grou:ps~ The meetings, sponsored by 
the school, were held in school buildings, and took place with the 
arrival of the present personnel in the special sch~ol service~ !he 
community thus became acquainted with thel!l, and they in turn, with agency 
personnel~ .Agencies were informed as to selection of cases within the 
school for referral, and of the fact that referrals would be made only 
through the home visitors, except possibly, those made b.1 school nurses 
for health services~ The practice, previously, had been for principals, 
teaChers, or sChool nurses, to make random referrals to agencies~ 
Acceptance of the new practice requires time, and re-education of agency 
and school personnel, a. process that is still not quite complete~ 
!he manner in which children are referred to the home visitors has 
al:reaey 'been described~ When the home visitors have exhausted all of the 
,~= 
I 
I 
school's resources for helping a ehild who has been referred to them they 
look to the agencies in the community for further service. When services 
beyond those available in the immediate conmnmity are needed, the home 
visitors freq:uently work with agencies in a near-by metropolitan area, 
and are conversant with all state facilities~ 
~efore proceeding to an evaJ.uation of referraJ.s in terms of the 
principles outlined, some figures t aken from the records of the home 
visitors for the school year, from September, 1948, to June, 1949, will 
give a picture of the work load involved, and the various agencies to 'Ylhom 
r..equests were made far assistance~ ~cause of lack of adequate clerical. 
assistance, meticulous stati•ticeJ.:-: records are not kept by the home 
visitors, bu.t a tabulation o:f monthly reports will give a :fairly accurate 
appraisal~ 
During the time segment selected, 385 cases were referred to the home 
visitors within the schools~ They were able to cope with 38% of them 
within the framework of school service, but it was necessar,y to refer 
62%, or 240 cases, to outside agencies~ The preponderance of children 
~eferred to the home visitors was at the elementary level, and the 
greatest number of referrals to outside agencies also occurs within this 
group. Table I shows, by school level, the pattern of referrals to the 
home visitors, the number of cases retained by them exclusively, and 
the number referred to other agencies~ (See Table I) 
At least seventeen different resources were used in the process of 
helping school children and their families with problems that c~.me to 
light in the class room. Table II shotlrs the number of cases at each school 
level. referred to community resources. Exact names of agencies in the stu 
--~~-~~=-=--~~----~=-=-==-=~~============================ 
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area are not given, but the type of agency or resource is clearly indicated 
in the t eble captions. (See Table II) In some instances, it is not the 
school child himself who is referred to another agency, but his family, 
when it is found that the chHd's problem stems from an unsolved 
difficulty at home, within the family group. 
The most frequent referrals are made to the Ohild Guidance Clinic, 
the number exceeding the combined total of referrals to all other 
agencies~ However, it is clear that the school makes use of all 
community services, both public and private, sectarian, andmn-sectarian, 
in an effort to help meet the needs of the children and youth with vthom 
it is working. An attempt will be made to examine the validity of this 
use of resources, according to the principles enumerated above, in so far 
as available data will permit~ 
In gathering data, a series of interviews were held with school and 
.. 
agency personnel, statistics were examined and case recards read, '\<rherever 
possible, 11rhere this was not feasible because of agency policy, case 
records were read in part to the writer by agency personnel, and statistics 
interpreted~ Those from the home visitors seem the most valid~ It seemed 
untenable for agencies to :provide statistical material for the time 
block covered by the school year, as this differs from the fiscal , year 
under which most agencies operate~ Also, in the case of one agency that 
is largely used, a complete change of personnel within recent months, 
and resultant policy changes, caused the present staff to be reluctant to 
discuss statistics~ This is understandable on the basis of the fact that 
new policies in the acceptance of cases li'ould render meaningless any 
statistics gathered prior to the change~ At least one agency uas quite 
======~F======-=-=-=-==-=-~~~=-======================================~1====-=~-=~ 
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disinterested in its relationShip to the schools, although it works 
largely with children. 
The balance of this chapter will consist in the recapitulaton of 
previously discussed principles, qualified b.y available data. 
Persons responsible ~ referral.--As has besn po i nted out, the 
school is interested in having all its referrals made by the home 
vis itors, who it feels are more qualified than other school personnel 
(with the exception of health problems referred by the school nurse) to 
refer school children and their families to reso'Ul'ces within the 
community. Although this practice was started several years ago, and 
although every eff ort has been made by the school to make known it s 
procedures to the community, there are still some members of the school 
personnel \-ib.O prefer to operate on an individual basis~ Some agency 
workers still seem to be unaware of the referral pattern from the schools, 
and some seem to be not quite in sympathy with it. Thus, one record from 
the Child Guidance Clinic indicates that the case was referred by a 
teacher, who refused to route it through the home visitors, although it was 
suggested by the agency that this was the proced:u.re. :Because of the fact 
that the child needed treatment, the case was accepte4. HOwever, there 
was not the preparation with parents that would have been done had normal. 
procedures been followed, and the -parents proved quite uncooperative~ 
The public welfare administrator knew both home visitors, but 
apparently did not realize that they were the individ:u.al.s Wx>m the school 
charged with referrals~ The bulk of school referrals to public welfare, 
however, are for medical needs of children, and these, of course, come 
largely from the nurses. In the course of the ye ar under consideration, 
~----- =-== -=====---==- =-========· -=--=--
only 6 eases were referred by home visitors to the department. There is a 
very positive feeling between the Department of Public Welfare and the 
schools~ 
The representative of the children's protective agency felt quite 
definitely that there had been many more referrals to that agency bef ore 
the present system was undertaken, although this statement was not verified 
with statistical fact when requested, because of "lack of time~ n However, 
as the same person bas been in . charge of the local office for several 
years, he would naturally be cognizant of referral trends, and his 
estimate might be quite accurate~ 
On the whole, community agencies have come to accept the fact that 
referrals are made by the home visitors, and it makes for easier approach 
on the part of the agencies, to be able to contact a child in any part of 
the school system, through the two home visitors, rather than through 
individ.u.al. schools~ As they have become better and better !mown, the 
home visitors have had eases referred to them by individuals and agencies 
within the community, who felt that a child1s problems needed attention 
of special school personnel~ Gradually, more referrals are being made 
from outside to the schools, through the home visitors, although they 
estimated that only about 12 eases were so referred during the stuccyr 
period~ (These are statistically assigned to the schools attended by the 
children.) Agencies and individuals who have made referrals to the home 
visitors include the children's protective agency, the family agency, 
the juvenile probation officers, private pediatricians, clergymen, and 
parents~ 
On the whole there seems to be general acceptance of the fact that 
====~--=-=-==-=-~f========== 
it is a wise :procedure to channel referrals through :persons who are 
trained to make the best use of resources. According to one agency, 
there is a feeling on the :part of some sChool personnel that too much 
time is involved in routing cases through the home visitors, · when an 
individual :principal might call an agency directly~ However, all 
:principals have been advised that telephone referrals to the home 
visitors might be made in urgent situations, aDd that it is not necessary 
to wait until their routine visit to the sChool if immediate action is 
necessary. 
To an impartial observer, and to one who has bad the experience of 
being a child welfare worker in areas where many of the sChool :personnel 
had only the haziest notion as to the function of community agencies, 
and how to approach them, it seems that the referral :plan being worked 
out in the study area has much to commend it. Although it is admittedly 
not :perfect, it is basically sound, and should make for a minim:wn of 
confusion, and also for better use of community resources~ 
Cases selected !2!:, referraJ.~--In a very careful statistical stuey of 
the work of the home visitors, made b.1 one of them in 1948, the 
observation was made that the bulk of cases referred to the home visitors 
within the sChools was at the junior high level~ The suggestion was made 
that it would be wiser if eases could be referred earlier in the child's 
school life, and earlier in the school yea:r. This suggestion is based 
on the sound concept that emotional difficulties recognized and treated 
early in life will have less opportunity to inflict lasting damage on 
the individual~ Unfortunate habit :patterns can be broken b.efore ·:·they 
become congealed \iith the passage of time~ It is therefore interesting 
-o=--=o.~=-= = = ~ ~- ---- --- --==---=--= -=== 
to note that during the present stuey of the same e:re•, the greater part 
of the cases referred to the home visitors, and also to community agencies, 
was at the elementary level~ Not enough time has elapsed between the 
studies to determine whether this is coincidental, or the beginning of a 
hoped-for trend. Statistics for another year might give an entirely 
different :picture~ However that ~ be, both home visito:-s are making 
progress in alerting elementary school :personnel to greater awareness of 
the fact that all behavior is caused, and is symptomatic of underlying 
emotional factors~ 
The selection of cases to refer to outside resources is more orderly 
than would be the case if children with problems were referred hap-
hazardly by all school personnel~ The home visitors through their 
screening process can eliminate referral of cases which can be cared for 
within the school, by regular or special school services. They bring to 
each situation a perspective which cannot always be achieved by teachers 
and :principals who are immediately concerne~ Their advent m~ give an 
opportunity for the cooling :period that is so desirable in order to 
evaluate what special services are neede~ Referrals then can be made not 
on the basis of expediency or urgency, but on the basis of actut:>~ needs~ 
~h.l worker from the protective agency felt that although fewer 
referrals were being made to that agency, the cases actually referred were 
well selected, and definitely within the function of the agency~ 
The child guidance clinic noted a :previous tendency to refer class-
room disturbers and dnll normal children for diagnostic service. Since 
referrals have been supervised by the home visitors, more children and 
parents needing psychiatric help have been referred~ 
=====--- =--==-o =-
==-=----.:::==..:__~- ----- ---- --- --·--
It seems to be amply demonstrated in the stuey area that when 
specific persons are responsible _for the selection of cases for referral 
in a school system, the selection Shall become increasingly valid as 
knowledge of community resources deepens, and as the school becomes 
accustomed to this channeling of services~ 
Professional reciprocation~-In this community there seems to be a. 
closer relationship between schools and social agencies than is the case 
in most areas. There see:ms to be more sharing of responsibility, and less 
jealous guarding of professional prerogatives~ In at least three inter-
views with agency representatives, however~ the feeling was expressed 
that the school was perhaps trying to do too much. This was mentioned 
not by w~ of destructive criticism, but rather as an observation of 
the fact that the home visitors, under pressures of work end the 
resulting 0 busy-ness, 11 sometimes tend to \'Jork with problems which could 
rightfuJ.ly be considered for referraJ.,-- and which are sometimes actually 
referred later, when pressures are temporarily eased, but at a point 
which m~ be more difficuJ.t for the agency to pick it up~ It is natu:reJ. 
for schools as they develop more resources within their own walls to try 
' 
to be more self-contained. However, there seems to be in the stucy area. 
none of the isolationist sentiment expressed to the writer by en attendance 
officer in another community~ who, in describing a newly inaugurated 
school service, said, "Pretty soon we will not need the social agencies a.t 
aJ.l~ We will be able to do the \'Thole job ourselves~" 
Knowledge af community resources~--The list of resources outlined 
in Table II wouJ.d seem to indicate that the home visitors are fuJ.ly 
cognizant of a wide range of services available not . only in their own 
comnruni ty, but in the metro:poli tan area beyond, and in the state~ Free 
use is made of all of them, with what seei:ns to be excellent understanding, 
in most instances as to what function of each agency is. It was 
interesting to note that in the case of the family service a&ency there is 
a tendency on the :part of the school to regard the agency more as a 
source of material help rather than for case "'ork. With relief needs 
being met almost exclusively by the :public \'relfare department, the family 
agency is concerned more and more with case work :problems. However, in 
reading ll records of cases referred by the school during the period of 
study, it was found that in S of them the major reason for referral was 
for material help in carrying out some plan for a child, or his family~ 
The plans, themselves, were good, and the help given lay beyond the 
province of the public department, bu.t it is significant that so small 
a number of cases were referred for the type of service that the agency 
is primarily suited to give, and that there is somewhat traditional 
clinging to the idea of family welfare services in terms of relief~ Typical 
of some of the requests were the following: car fare for a boy to attend a 
reading clinic in a near-by city; baCk-to-school clothing; financing of 
dentistry for a child; camp scholarships; school shoes; financing special 
medical needs. The agency is glad to · render these services when they come 
within its function, bu.t its major :t:nterest lies in case work, and there is 
a trained staff ready to help children and their families who find them-
selves in emotional turmoil~ Again, there was no expression of criticism 
on the part of agency personnel, so fa:r as the school was concerned, but 
rather the feeling that with time, more understanding of its function as 
a case working agency can be made known to school personnel~ 
I 
~-----r~- Xnowledge of community resources consists =~~=-:havin& -=· 
I friendly relationShip with agency personnel, and knowing in a general w~ 
what the a&ency does in its. day by dey job~ Specific ~formation as to 
the types of cases accepted and what the agency attempts to do with them 
are necessary for the person Charged with the responsibility for referrals. 
The burden for making know.n these specific functions, however, -rests with 
each agency, which cannot be blameless when there seems to be lack of 
understanding between it and the colllliiUl'lity which it serves. 
3I!!. .2! !!!!, conference metho~--The home visitors in this school system 
are thoroughly conversant with the conference method as used in case work 
procedures. All cases referred to them within the schools are referred 
first by means of the referral blank, but except in emergencies, whiCh 
are very rare, cases are then discussed in conference with counselor, head 
counselor, and sometimes classroom teacher, and if necessary, the 
principal~ In referring cases to outside agencies, requests are some-
times made by telephone, and sometimes in :person~ Often, the conference 
method of discussion is used, with interested :parties present. All cases 
referred to the child guidance clinic are referred in a. regular weekly 
conference session held at school headquarters, \'Ti th home visitors and the 
chief :psychiatric case worker of the clinic present. This eliminates 
lost motion, and affords an excellent opportunity for joint interpretation. 
The writer, present at several conferences within the school, and one with 
the child guidance clinic worker, noted that time schedules were 
meticuJ.ously kept, and the business at hand attended to w.L th di.spatch. 
This seemed to reflect cle~xly the influence of school personnel, who 
are more accustomed to trying to accomplish specific tasks within a given 
~=-=-==-=-~==*==-==~~~=-====~=-======================~~=-==-==-~--==~~~~========*======== 
time period, and could well be emulated by social workers~ 
Continuing cooperative effort~--When. one agency refers a case to 
another, usually the second agency asgumes complete responsibility, 
except in instances where a specific need is met by the second, and the 
first agency continues to play a partial role~ When the school refers 
a child to an agency, the child continues to be a very definite part of 
the schoolts responsibility~ Difficulties resulting in deviate behavior 
are not cleared up over night, and the agency working with the child must 
take into consideration the phenomenon mentioned by Leonard,lfof the 
continuance of the "referring and the referred under one roof~1 
The home visitors in the study area state that it is a school 
policy that once a child is referred to them he remains under their 
supervision for the balance of his stay in the school system~ In the 
case of a first grader, this could very well mean 12 years. There is some 
question as to how meaningful such a policy is, and how with increasing 
referrals to the home visitors, supervision in the true sense can be given 
to so great a number of individuals, or whether its continuance is 
realistic~ Many human problems can be solved, and it is for their 
solution that the many and varying services for people have been established 
An agency works \'lith its clients so long as the need for Sllch l'IOrk exists, 
but when the client has achieved the strengths to proceed under his own 
power • agency support is wi thdra:wn. It is true that school children remain 
in school for prescribed periods of time~ However, when the problem that 
1/ Shirley Leonard, loc~ cit~ 
-----· --- --~--
has brought them to the attention of a special service, su~h as that 
provided b.r the home visitors in this instance, has been brought under 
control, it wouJ.d seem wise to sever the relationship and to let the 
child return to the comfortable feeling of being one with his group, 
not singled out for special attention. 
Where the problem of \Y'orking cooperatively with an outside agency is 
concerned, however, both home visitors have a keen sensitivit.y regarding 
areas of responsibility. Although they are admittedly not case workers, 
they are gathering increasing know..rledge of case work concepts, and their 
relationship to community case workers is very professional~ It is much 
mare so than can be achieved in random referrals from all school personnel, 
m.a.tJy of whom lack this professional understanding, and are apt to follow 
u:p a request for service with a demand that the agency use coercion, or 
folloi'T specific patterns that the school has in mind~ Again, with their 
removal several steps from the actual classroom situation, and vii th their 
own teachill8 experience as a guide line, the home visitors are in position 
to continue to give to the agency, whenever necessary, informational 
material that is not colored by the classroom teacher's involvement, and 
in fact, mey include an unbiased appraisal of the teacher's behavior and 
personality and the part that they pley in a given child1s difficulties. 
2!!, ~ !h! Social Service Index~--The index used in this community is 
not local, but serves the near-by metropolitan area, and a chain of 
surrounding cities and towns~ Its use by communities is on a. fee basis~ 
In this instance, the school p~s a partial fee, W.hioh covers use of the 
index by the home visitors to learn what agencies are registered in any 
given ease. However, the school does not register those cases carried by 
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the home visitors, and they do not check routinely in eve17 case referred 
to them, before mak:ing a home visit~ Thus it quite often happens that they 
begin to work \rlth a child and his family, and then find that a coiJlmltnity 
agency is also actively concerne~ With their emphasis concentrated on the 
focus of the school, and interpreting this to the family, and the family 
to the school, this is not too serious~ When circumstances are complicated 
or it seems that one or more agencies must know a certain family, the 
index is used to clear this information~ It would seem that more consisten1 
use of the index might be helpful both to the school and to community 
agencies, who might be interested to discuss with the home visitors a 
child registered as being known to them~ This, however, is a matter of . 
policy to be determined by the school in conjunction w1 th the index, which 
has the service to offer~ 
Persons ~ ~roblems re:f'erred?--As seen in the instance of referrals 
to the family agency, there is some tendency to refer problems, or partial 
needs o:f' individuals to that agency, rather than individuals needing help~ 
This is somewhat true also in the case of the child guidance clinic, but 
here, again, part of the responsibility for this lies necessarily with the 
agencies~ The clinic offers speech and occupational therapy~ Before the 
present staff began to redetermine policies, many cases were accepted for 
speech therapy only~ Some have remained active for several years, and 
are now being re-evaluated. The chief ·psychia.trist , ha.s found deep 
underlying problems in some of these cases, necessitating work with both 
the child and his parents~ Closer scrutiny is being made o:f' new referrals 
so that this pattern of partial service will be eliminated in instances 
\'lhere deeper therapy . is neede~ 
In the referral of eases from teachers and counselors to the home 
visitors the preoccupation with problems rather than with children is 
more apparent, however, than in the referral by the home visitors to 
outside agencies, exe~t in the instances mentioned. Within the classroom 
there is naturally more concern l'tith behavior that is disturbing to the 
group. The home visitors, however, have an opportunity to view the 
situation from the standpoint of home conditions, behavior in other 
classrooms, and all pressures that are being bro'IJ&h.t to bear on a child 
at a given period~ They are not so likely to refer a ·child to an agency 
merely because he is a classroom disturber, but onlr when it becomes clear 
that his disturbing behavior indicates emotional difficulty within himself, 
or is the result of environmental pressures that can be relieve~ 
The child guidance clinic personnel seemed to think that there was 
some tendency to refer dull n9rmal children to the clinic for diagnostic 
service relative to promotion~ It could not be said, however, that this is 
a 11 tendeneT" unless careful measure of similarly 11 dull 11 children in the 
school were kept, along with the number in this group that is referred to 
the clinic within a given space of time., Such a survey might well show thai 
the number of these children referred to the clinic was not proportionately 
greater than the number of children referred because of other reasons~ 
School achievement is difficult for some children who are emotionally 
maladjusted, and again, poor school achievement m~ cause emotional 
mala.c\iustment~ If the focus is kept always on the child rather than on 
his problem, there will be more possibility of meeting him and helping 
him to work through his problem. That there is a sensitivity :for the 
child as an individual is indicated in the two following referrals, taken 
Q.•';i 
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from records of the child guidance clinic~ 
A 14 year old boy was referred because of restless behavior, constant 
irritability. It was found that his parents \'lere separated, his father 
out of the state, and visited by the children once a year~ His mother was 
completely disinterested in him~ Typical of her attitude toward him was 
her statement that he ha.d been injured in an automobile accident, but 
that it "Didn't hurt himnuch~n The record shows that the boy spent three 
months in the hospital following the accident~ 
A second grade boy referred because of reading difficulty, and for 
diagnostic service relative to promotion, was found to have other problems~ 
It was found that his mother, too, needed the help of the clinic. Her 
underlying rejection of the boy, and her hostility toward him showed itsel 
in over-protective, nervous scrut~ of the lad, which set in motion a 
vicious circle of reactions. 
In both these instances, more than the immediate school problem is 
involved~ :Both seem fairly representative of the 'fV:pe of case referred by 
the school, which through its home visitors is gaining ever clearer 
perspective of Mthe whole child" in the truest sense, with an under-
standing that his school life is only a portion of his existence~ 
.!!. 2 referral }nteroreted ~ the clie11t7-As has been discussed 
before, a client's life is his own, and it fa not an a&ency 1 s plans for 
him, but his own plans that he will follow~ The agency mstV suggest plans 
and alternatives, including referral to another agency, but unless he is a 
party to this planning, unless his natural fear of the untried has been 
worked through with him, and be has been given complete understanding of 
this new step, there is little liklihood that he \'rill follow through with 
r 
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it~ In the case of children, who cannot plan for themselves, their 
families or other adults responsible for them must be taken into considera-
tion in making referrals~ 
The home visitors in the stu~ area make it a practice to inform 
parents in every instance where referral to the child guidance clinic is 
contemplated, and in most instances where referral is to be made to some 
other person or agency within the community. In the case of the child 
guidance clinic, the problem is discussed by the home visitor with the 
parent or parents~ If they show interest and a willingness to cooperate, 
after the clinic's services have been explained to them in terms of the 
needs of their child, they are advised that the clinic will give them an 
appointment. The case having been discussed with the chief psychiatric 
case worker and havin8 been tentatively accepted, the clinic is then 
advised that the parents have been interviewed~ The clinic writes to the 
parents, giving them an appointment~ If they do not respond, a second 
letter is sent. If there is no reply, the matter is either dropped, or if 
particularly serious, the home visitor makes another effort to interpret 
the clinic's services to the parents~ It is obvious that this careful. 
procedure protects the family's right to participate in planning. It also 
obviates waste of time on the part of the clinic staff, who cannot help 
children when the parents, themselves need help, but refuse services 
offered to them~ When a child's problems are related directly to his 
parents• .emotional difficulties, it is not feasible to treat him as if he 
were existing in a vacuwa~ The school's home visitors know this, and try 
in each instance to make careful preparations for referrals~ It would not 
be possible for all school personnel to handle procedures in this wav, nor 
would it be practicable~ 
I.s the client's right to self determination respected?--This has been 
partially discussed in the preceding section~ Involved in this question is 
that of urgency on the part of the referring agency--in this case, the 
school~ Even i'lith the careful preparation outlined above, it sometimes 
happens that in various ways, pressure nuzy- be brought to bear on parents 
to accept services which the school believes would be in the best interest 
of the child. The parep.t-s go through the motions of complying, but soon 
drop the pr.ojeet, or may not even follow through after giving f!1V'ery 
indication of willingness to do so~ So far as the child guidance elinie 
is concerned, it dismisses as "self-rejects• those eases referred by the 
home visitors, in which the parents fail to follow through, or those who 
make an initial visit and do not return after having been given several 
oP,portunities far appointments~ In these eases, the elinie sees some 
evidence of too DIIleh pressure from the school, which causes the parents 
to consider the clinic an extension of the school, and to resist it 
accordingly~ 
Statistics regarding the number of these "self-rejects" were un-
fortunately not available~ The home visitors, after perusal of their own 
records, estimated that so far as referrals to the child guidance clinic 
were concerned, about 9~ of the parents kept the initial appointment, and 
about ~ followed through on continued treatment for the child and them-
selves~ This ratio might not hold true for referrals to other agencies~ 
as there is greater resistance to psychiatric seriiees then to family, 
recreational or health agencies, and far greater care is necessary in 
helping clients to overcome their fear of such services, and to achieve 
an understanding of them~ If best results are to be obtained, the 
urgency of the referring agency must be replaced by eomplet~ acceptance 
of the child and his family at the place \'/here they are, and to help them 
go forward from there~ Perhaps more time spent, on fewer referrals, would 
resul.t in more a.ciquate service to a greater number of children and their 
families, paradoxical as that statement ma;y sound. Onl~ by careful 
evaluation on a ease by ease basis would it be possible for the home 
visitors to determine the causes far failure on the part of clients to 
follow through, and to know what part their ow. activity played in the 
laCk of continuity~ Trained, experienced, ease workers ~ have difficulty 
with referrals because of inadequate preparation, or because they have 
f ailed to take cognizance of some basic ease work principle in making the 
ref~rral~ The average of success:f'u.l referraJ.s made by the home visitcrs 
in the study area is high, and is admittedly higher t:Q.an would be . the case 
with random referral from unseleeted school personnel~ 
Are procedures of the "receiving agency" followed?--In this 
community there has been no systematic study of inter-agency referral, and 
no in ter-aet ing eommi ttee of personnel . charged with the responsibility for 
making and receiving referrals~ Referrals to all of the agencies inter-
viewed, with the exception of the child guidance clLJ.ic, '~-<ho se procedures 
have been outlined above, ms..y be made quite informally, by personal contact 
or by telephone. In the ease of state services, or some of the agencies 
in the metropolitan area, such as habit clinics, summaries are requested~ 
These are prepared by the home visitors, in accordance with information 
required~ By using various agencies, they have become familiar with the 
method of referral preferred by eaCh, know whom to call, and are in positio 
to give a broader :picture of the child involved, and of his family, than 
would ordinarily be the case if the referral 1:rere made by the classroom 
teacher or principal~ The,y hsve a fine :professional sense of the con-
f'identia.l nature of their \'lork, and of how to handle material accordingly. 
They have a clear understanding of the agency's need for certain information 
and are not suspicious of the agencies, or unwilling to cooperate in 
furnishing information that is pertinent~ 
In the "Honolulu Plan1 there is the story of a school principal 
who in some excitement t .elephoned the consulting case worker to refer a 
boy who "ra.s :persistently truant~ The principal stated that she had tried 
for four years to keep this boy in school, but thus far had not succeeded, 
and ,..,anted an agency to do something about him right awey~ When the 
consultant requested more specific information about the child, and asked 
that the principal fill out the usual referral blank, the principal 
snapped back that she did not have time for 11 red tape" and hung up the 
receiver~ 
The writer, from experience, has found that in some communities it 
was better if school personnel did not know at all that an agency was 
actively concerned in the families of cert8in children, or they \'lould 
become objects of social curiosity for some members of the faculty, who 
lacked professional perspective and the human sensitivity necessary for a 
true understanding of people, their needs, and their rights as persons~ 
llTei ther of these two conditions prevails in the study area., where 
agency procedures are "'ell known, and where constant effort is being made 
to instill in the entire school faculty a knowledge of the :personal worth 
of each child, and of his family~ 
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Transference~--Although the home visitors state that they are not 
case workers, it follows quite naturally in the course of their work, 
that they do form quite close relationships \V"ith children. Their 
professional approach, coupled with genuine warmth and friendliness, their 
lack of identification with the authoritative setting of the classroom, 
and their nevertheless natural affiliation with the school, make them 
quite accessible to children ~;ho nucy" be desperately looking for someone 
1 to turn to for help~ Tenseness in a given situation within the school 
building may make it impossible even for the counselor to help, and it 
is then that the home visitors become active~ Except in instances where 
they have been erroneously represented as a disciplinary threat to the 
child, he is usually quite relieved to have a more impartial source of 
help~ A series on interviews may be held ~ri th the child by the home 
visitor, before it becomes apparent that the services of a community 
agency may be necessary~ The child, in the meantime, ~ have alread\v 
started to work out his feelings through the mechanism of ·transference, 
which will probably be incomplete at the time of referral, thereby creating 
further problems for him, and a period of turmoil before the new 
relationship to the case worker is established~ It is. quite possible that 
some of the referraJ. fe.ilures might have resulted from just such a 
phenomenon, where the child did not receive adequate help from both the 
home visitor and the case worker in breaking off one relationship and 
establishing the new one. This could be determined only through detailed 
Q8 
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case record materiel., which was not available from the home visitors, nor I 
from agencies other than the family-service~ --The sur. mise_, however, m~ not L 
be too inaccu;rate~ 
--------
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Is referral. made as a help for and not a threat to the child?--In the 
records read, and those discussed with the child guidance worker, there 
was not one instance of the use of another agency or person as a threat 
to the child~ Interviews with both the man and women juvenile probation 
officers, again, gave evidence of great sensitivity for children and their 
needs, and they, too, are often used as a. source of help by the home 
visitors~ They Bl:'e not regarded, however, as agents of punishment, the 
home visitors having a. keen understanding of the limitations that would be 
placed on the work of the _ corrective officers, if this attitude were 
create~ The same holds true of all other community agencies, so fa:J:' as 
the school is concerned~ It is a common human failing to have a. fear of 
the ~own and the untried, and this is inherent in almost every 
referral, to a. certain extent~ Thus, the referral itself may constitute 
a certain amount of threat to the Child's security, or that of his family~ 
This must be worked through by the referring agency, rather than adding 
fuel to the fire by making the referral in such a wey that the client 
feels that he is being punished~ There was nothing in record material, or 
in the various interviews with agency personnel that indicated such use 
of community resources by the home visitors~ Less initiated school 
personnel not infrequently use some community agencies as definite threats. 
The writer well remembers, when working for a protective agency, a cowering, 
whimpering chil~whom it was necessary to interview in the cloak room of a 
rural school (the only pl-ace in the building vrhere some privacy was 
accorded). The entire inliial interview was spent in trying to quiet and 
reassure the child, Who finally sobbed, 11My teacher said you were coming 
to take me awey~" . Almost as much case work was necessary with that 
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particular teacher as with the child and her family. There iB little 
liklihood that such barbarism would be encountered within the achool 
system in the 1tuey area. There is complete certainty that th03 e char~ed 
with responsibility for referrals would find it impossible to perpetrate 
cruelty on a child in this w~. but that profel!lsional concern and sensitivit 
to need is the basis for using community resoUDes, not the desire to impose 
a will~ to threaten~ or to punish. 
Recordipg and statisticat records.-.To a person accustomed to 
voluminous recording and careful statistieel co1mt kept in a large agency, 
the lack of records, or even of a card index of active eases in the 
special service under the care of the home visitors, seemed somewhA-t 
unusual. There is a file for each school, and placed alphabetieally in 
folders are the referral blanks made out by teachers and counselar s for each 
child known to the home visitors. Clipped to these are hand written menos 
of vi sits, interviews, or any activity co!!.nected with the eau, together 
with correspondence. Statistics are kept in the way of monthly reports 
to the superintendent, regarding the number of children referred from each 
school in the city. There is no check list of the type of problem involved, 
and no statist ieal breakdown that would be meaningful in terms of 
evaluation. 
Lack of adequate stenographic assistance makes com~lete recording or 
even an adequate filing system impossible. The work of the home visitors 
is growing. During the 1949-1950 school year, with the month of June still 
incomplete at the. time the eount was made., '573 eases had been reported .... ""'an 
increase of lSS casas over the previouq year. There is a l!lense of urgency 
and pressure in the pace kept by both home Tisitors, and a feeling that 
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work with the children is more important than the keeping of records. Thi• 
is~ to a certain extent~ true. From an evaluative standpcint, however, it 
aeems unwise. To record what is happening in a case load gives time for 
pause. for checking on whether the worker'a activity is over~ahadowing that 
of the client. for reviewing progress and errors, for planning next steps. 
A caae load passed on without records to a new worker would amount to an 
extreme in terme of frustration. Perusal of recorda m~ be the determining 
factor in basic policy changes. In short, to work with people7 within the 
framework of a larger setting, such as a school system, without keeping 
adequate records of what is done, seems to be a partial job. This is said, 
not in criticism of the sincere and hard working present personnel. but 
rather as an observation of a not unusual situation in professional circles, 
namel~. the increase in work load without a corresponding increaee in 
personnel. In the present instance, the feeling on the part of some agency 
personnel that the home visitors attempt to take too much responsibility, 
may very well have its basis in the sheer weight of work that the home 
visitors are carrying. With less pressure, and m~e time for evaluation, 
the home visitors might gain more perspective in individuel situations. 
feel lese constrained to hurry from one task to the next. The vicious 
circle of "busy~ness" might become the straighter path of deliberative 
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action, in which problems could be more readily shared. In theory, the 
idea of special personnel for speci~l work within the school, and as a 
link to community ano. home, is excellent. In practice, as the service 
gathers momentum, and becomes better known, it will require more realism 
in the way of staffing. The present personnel have to their credit rather 
unusual percentages in terms of accomplishment, the result of work that 
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goes beyond the sehool : day, and beyond what would be the normal office 
day for most ease workers. :ijowever~ in keeping this naee, there is the 
danger of diminishing returns--a factor which the school might well take 
into consideration. 
This school system, with its full complement of counselors, a faculty 
that is becoming more and more accustomed to viewing children as persons 
rather than as units to be graded ' in each subject, and a community 
relationship which is more wholesome than is the case in some areas, may 
well look toward further consolidation of its efforts in behalf of children 
and youth. The ground work has been laid that would make the inauguration 
of case work services within the school a natural step in continued progress 
. I 
In this and preeeeding chapters we have followed a discussion of the 
relationships between schools and community agencies in general, and 
g,:)eeifieally, in one community, where the pattern of cooperation seemed 
on the surface to be commendable. The final chapter will contain con ... 
elusions drawn from the research, and from the actual pattern found in the 
area under observation. 
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CHAPI'ER VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
Schools a natural source of referral.--From the literature examined~ 
and from the example in the study· area, it would seem safe to conclude that 
the schools are a natur&l medium of referral, and that thie fact is 
becoming more widely recogni2ed. Hochreiter,1!spe8king of the increased 
activities in and around the schools during World War II, says: 
The school, once &€ain, is being recognized as the logical 
eenter of community life. Thus, :potentially, the value of the 
school as ·a source of referral to social agencies will be 
greatly increased. It is more important than ever, ~tt this 
time, for social workers to devise the best :possible means of 
making their s er,riees ava.ilaole to the school. 
In the community where referral :practices from schools to social 
.ggeneies were observed, it was found that 62% of the cases known to the 
special services for better adjustment of sChool children were referred to 
r.esourees outside the school. This amounted to a total of 240 eases. It 
is conjectural whether these children and their families would have found 
their way to sources of help w1 thout the assietance of 'the school. A 
certain number were doubtless alrea~v known to community agencies, and 
others~ at time of crisis would have sought help independently, or been 
referred through other channels. However, they would have arrived probably 
at a much later date. This is -particularly true of the 123 eases involving 
i/ Franklyn c. Hoekreiter, (Mrs.) o:p. cit., p .• 348. 
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children at the elementary school level, and most especially, of the 75 
in this same grau~ referred to the child guidance clinic. This trend 
toward early referral is wholesome, and it is to be hoped that these 
children, given help during their early years, mfly be more able to withstand 
the quite normal shocks to the equilibrium produced by the advent of 
adolescence. If this proves true, the number of referrals at the junior 
high level should eventually diminish somewhat~A[though this stormy and 
turbulent time of life is difficult even for the most solid and secure 
individual to navigate. 
The tendency, in the study area., to refer children during their 
early school years, when they show distress signs, would meet the approval 
of mental hygiene experts. 
Psychiatrists agree that childhood is the golden period for 
mental hygiene. The only dependable agency to reach almo~t 
all children who need such early treatment is the school.lf 
:Burden of interpretation lies with the agencies.--:Beeause social work 
is relatively new, it is not expected that the man in the street will have 
complete understanding as to the function of the various agencies in his 
community. In spite of repeated Community Fund campaigns, John public, by 
and large, is woefully uninformed, or misinformed in this regard. He 
feels a warm glow,. or a sense of grudging compulsion when he makes his 
annual donation "to the charities," and then proceeds about hie own affairs, 
forgetting the whole thing. The writer, during a period of personnel work 
in a large industrial concern, was able to refer to community agencies a. 
if Harry Rivlin, op. cit., p. 12. 
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- I number of employees who were completely unaware that these services 
existed and were accessible to them. This, in spite of the fact that they 
gave quite liberally each year when the Ohest campaign was held in the 
plant. They simply gave "for the poor." 
This is understandable to a certain degree. However, when a 
similar lack of comprehension is exhibited by members of other professions, 
and this is frequently the case, eommunit,y agencies, in the search for 
causes, might better look within themselves. The very nature of the 
work of most community agencies makes a presentation to the public 
difficult. There is a certain a~peal in the program of recreation and 
character building organizations for boys and girls. Here are tangible 
things that the public can see. A family and children's agency, or a 
psychiatric clinic, are hard put to it, when it is necessary to furnish 
"publicity" material regarding the slow and intimate processes with which 
they deal in the course of human re- adjustment. Nevertheless, the burden 
of interpretation regarding agency services, both to the general public, 
and to other professions, lies with the agencies themselves. As was 
pointed out in the second chapter, the many and varied services that are 
available to people in most communities of any siz~, need clarification, 
both to the public whom they serve, and to each other, as they must work 
together in order to avoid chaos. Changing policies, changing concepts, 
and changes in community need, cause agencies to adopt new procedures from 
ti~e to time. These, too, must be made known to the people who are, or may 
become clients, and to colleagues in other professions. 
In the study area it was noted that t:Mre was some feeling on the 
part of certain agenci es th~tt the school was not using agency services 
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sufficiently, or did not understand agency function. To teke an analogy 
from the merchandising worl~it is not up to the customer to displ~ 
the goods he wants to buy. Agencies. in most eases, still have a eon~ 
sidera.ble roa.d to travel before they will be ut'lderstandably articulate 
regarding the roles that they play .. 
Referral proeedures in keeping with accepted case work concepts are 
the best praetiee.--In Chapter IV an attempt was made to outline some of 
the basic eonce:r->t s or ca.se work and good agency practice, as they relate 
to the referral process. Briefly reviewed, they are as follows: 
1. When the needs of a client can be more adequately met by another 
community resource, good :practice indica.tes that the individual or 
agency currently working with the client. seek to effect this referral. 
2. Referrals should be made by competent persons, specifically 
de~ ignated to fulfill this function. 
3. For smoothness in the referring of clients, mutual respect between 
agencies is essential. 
4. Good referral dep ends on accurate knowledge of all community 
resources. 
5. The conference method is often an economical means of deciding on 
referral of a. client from one agency to another. 
6. Joint, continued service by two agencies is sometimes necessary. 
1. Careful use of the Social Service Index is an important factor. 
8. Persons and not pr oblems should be referred. 
9. The client must understand and accept his referral to another 
agency. 
10. The individual's right to self-determination must be respected in 
the referral process. 
11. In making referrals to other agencies it is wise to follow eny 
procedures established by such agencies in the accepts~e of cases. 
12. The referring agency does not dictate treatment to the receiving 
agency. 
13. An understanding of the mechanism of "trAnsference" is necessary in 
accomplishing good referrals. 
14. Referral should be regarded a.s help for and not a threat to the 
cl:!.ent. 
15. Keeping accurate ste.tisticel records is essential. 
Important above all in the referral process is the recognition of the 
personal worth of the client, and his right to determine his own destiny. 
To hel1> a person in his time of trouble, we must see him and his problems 
not from our point of view and what we went for him, but from his own 
out look. We help him not because he disturbs 'I.E, but because he, himeelf, 
is disturbed. 
Every individual h endowed with a full complement of emotions. 
These may be likened to a molecular pattern, shaped by every influence that 
has been bro~ht to bear on the individual from the time of his birth, with 
every result having a definite cause, or chain of Of'.usative faetors. The 
individual is not born nnew, with his perplexing problem, the minute he 
enters our office, or our classroom. His whole lifetime, and all his 
relationships have gone into making him as he is when we meet him. If 
his life is in a tangle, it will not be untangled by a brief brush with 
thee e who wish to help him, no matter how skilled they ma.v be. Professional 
:people, too" have their own emotional "molecular" :pattern.. Unless they · 
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understand themselves ~nd their own motives, they are more a:r>t to confuse 
and confound~ rather than help a person in trouble. Case workers with good 
professional training are given more help in underst~~ding themselves then 
18 usually true of school personnel. They are also given mare thorough 
grounding in the understanding of behavi or, although schools of educ~;~.tion 
are putting more and more emphasis on this -phase of training. Tes.chers 
and counselors with a mature un.derstending of their own beh.e.vior and that 
of their students, are in position to be of infinite service to children 
and young people who are bothered with the small, normal, every ~ 
troubles connected with growing up and living with peopl e, or those 
crushed and bewildered by serious difficulties. It is not for the 
uninitiated, nor for those wh~e own needs have been neither met nor 
understood, to meddle with the 11 vee of others. 
Thus, those charged with the resl;)Onsibility for referral of persons 
to sources of help , must understand what sort of hel:p is need.ed, whether 
it is wanted, and when the individual h ready to take it .. They mus t be 
thoroughly conversant with what resources are available, snd the best 
method of approach in each instance. This ie a highly skilled task, 
calling for the utmost in professional ability. Special ly trained school 
personnel can function better in this regard, than those whose chief duty 
ie classroom tea.ehing. To have trained case work consultation within the 
school would be to put this service on an even more solid basis. 
Necessity for keeping clear the lines of res-poneibility .. --To educa.te 
for living would seem to be the reason for the existence of the school. 
In order to learn to live on this shrunken planet , in the mad, mechanical 
whirl \lri th which man has surrounded himself. it is neeessary tha.t the 
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individual must learn certain skills. He must have the ability to 
communicate with his fellow man. He must be able to master the increasing 
complexity of gadgets and machtnee with which we have made life "easier." 
He must be able to earn his living, and know t~e world in which he lives. 
He should acquire aesthetic appreciations, and interests which will make 
his non-working ho"trs more livable. He must acquire attitudes and a sense 
of valUB that will make him a useful citizen. It is a commonplace at 
present to hear school authoritiee ~~ologizing for "subject-matter" 
oriented ~ersonnel and programs. talking of the need for educating the 
"whole child," of ·"social e.djustment" which takee priority over 
academic performance. This is commendable, so long as the echool retains 
its focus. · There is no basic quarrel with "subject-matter." It will be 
with us always. Lifets taSks must be learned of necessity, in segments, 
and in conjunction with the indi-ridual 's capacity for absorption. It ie 
still the duty of the school to teach, to help children to learn the basic 
skills that the,y will need, to inculcate work habits. The manner in which 
this is done, the way in which subjects are chosen for and by pupils, and 
the way their teaching is geared to the development of the child'·• lifey 
Should be the only criteria for apology, or for satisfaction. The 
school's job is to teach the child to live~ not to live his life for him. 
The same limitations hold true for social agencies. Their task is 
not to take over people 1 s problems, or assume their responsibilitiesy but 
to help them · solve their own problems, and give them strength to carry 
their resnonsibilities. Professionsl. zeal is commendable,. so long as it 
remains truly professional and does not ov@llr-rea.ch its boundaries. There 1a 
some danger in both professional fields, of such reaching out. With the 
I 
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present quite real concern for the deeltne of family solidarity and the 
discontinuance of the use of the home as the center of family activity, 
there is an almost frenzied effort on the part of some professional 
groups to try to take the place of the home. Yet~ it will be many long 
centuries before homo sepiene changes the age old biological and emotional 
pattern of family rearing of his young, in spite of vexying pressure~ on 
this pattern from without.. In the meantime, concepts of educa.tion and ease 
work ma.v well undergo many changes. M:lllford!lwarns that "It is important to 
recognize that the comnnmity and the school ean only supplement--not 
supplant what is done in the home." 
!el~painta a graphic picture of a materialistic culture, in which 
immature adults push their children out of the home because it is too 
much trouble to care for and train them. The school then triee to take · 
over the responsibility. He says·t 
One of the chief hindrances to decent ed~c~tion in America 
today is the overloading of our schools by placing on their 
shoulders responsibilities whin in other times and other 
countries have as a matter of course been assumed by the home. 
For this overloading those in charge of the schools are 
partly to blame. They have been only too ready to assume 
that they should look after the total development of growing 
boys and girls and that they ce..n do a better job with them 
than their own fathers and mothers can possibly do. 
He goes on to point out that our preeent culture of ease end materialism 
I is at fault, and that "It is folly for parents or for the general public 
to expect the schools to overcome basic cu.~tura~ maladmustments which are 
f) Robert Mulford, o:p. cit. p. 1. 
Y :Bernard J6.dings !ell , "School Can 1t Take the Place of Home," New York 
Times l-1a.gaz ine t May 9 -., 1949. -- ---..... 
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beyond the h omes to overcome,." 
These may sound like the words of an alarmist. but there is an 
uncomfortable ring of truth to them. Agencies, too, have not been 
guiltless in the usurping of the rights of families. It is only as this 
profession has grown up, itself, that it has realized more and more its 
limitationsy and the importance and depth of fflllilY relationships, DJt. only 
in "good" families, but in those whom the community considers "inadequate." 
It is necessary to move for only a short time among children separate 
more or lese permanently from their families~ or with only the faintest 
family ties, to realize their nature.l gravita.tion toward their roots, or 
the hopeless longing for a link, no matter howweek or small~ to something 
that can be considered a family. 
It is for the home to inculcate moral values _, to teach religion, to 
c arry children through the first st .eps in inter-personal relationships. 
Neither teachers nor case workers can be fathers and mothers to children, 
who alree.dy have their own fathers and mothers.. Those who plan the programs 
for both schools and social agencies should examine policies and procedures 
closely, ~ith special ~ttention to those which show a tendency to take 
over family responsibilities. 
There is a growing conviction in professional circles, that the nation 
need.s a generation of more mature parents, and that young people must be 
taught in a realistie wey ~ the responsibilities of family life, and how to 
meet them . Schools and colleges are adding more and more courses in family 
life, and preparation for marriage. Young people a.re flocking to them in 
genuine interest. In the study area, one such course was being tried 
experimentally at the high school level. Agencies and chnrches offer 
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nre-marital counseling. Lines of res~onsibility between family, school, 
agency, and church. cross and re-cross in a bewildering pattern. It is 
the duty of those professionally concerned to create ord.er from this 
confusion, to divide responsibilities into feasible and workable loads. 
Otherwhel where the family may have failed because of lack of maturity, 
the community m~ fail because of an over-abundance of helping hands. 
Spggestions for creating a clearer and closer working relationship. 
In the second chapter, a lengthy quotation from Sampson gives a rather 
dreary picture of dividon and separation among t he var ious community 
services established to counsel and assist individuals with their problems. 
Sampson does not, however, conclude his article in this nege.tive vein. 
He gives some sound ideas for working out better coo~eration between all 
groups concerned with individuals and their problems. He feels that there 
shoul d be: (1) exploration of the possibilities of integration and 
coordination of undergraduate and graduate academic training and of 
university research; (2) joint stu~ of cooperative methods, cross- referrals 
and the develo~ment of mutually acceptable divisions of responsibility 
between the functional parts of the Whole counseling field; (3) agency-
by .. !'.gency, and service-by ... Bervice cooperative planning. These suggestions 
assume that various professions could, on an inter- departmental basis, at 
the graduate level, begin to hammer out common elements in their 
t-espective curricula, and could establ i sh some joint courses a.nd research 
projects. Se.mpson.!ffeels that eo"L1llseling is a. good place to start ., because 
~Jerome N. Sampson~ op . cit., p. 598. 
there is a body of common knowledge in the field, some agreement regarding 
~sychological dynamics in human behavior as a common etarting ~oint. There 
are gaps in this knowledge which all groups might tackle more fruitfully 
together than separate. 
The second approach would be through a coordinating agency, such 
as a co~~cil of social agencies, or other, if this social work group 
seems insufficiently neutral. Staffs could give thought to many facets 
of mutual interests and begin a series of discussions looking toward more 
thoughtful, less defensive cooperative relations. This would be healt~y 
and u·seful for sny two organizations th.e..t undertook to do an objective 
job of achieving maximum inter-organization now of ideas, methods, and 
clientele. Sampson concludes these suggestions with the following terse 
sta.tsn ent: 
This discussion pre-eu:p·"loses th~.t both the guidance and 
personnel fields and the social agencies want to work together. 
This is the direction along which we ought to go~ unlees we 
want to continue to crystallize further a development of 
personal couneeling in which the Oabots barely speak to the 
Lodges, ana no one has more than a nodding acquaintance 
with God. 
Such a development is not apparent in the study a.rea., which although 
admittedl;r far from :perfection, ha.s achieved a rather high degree of 
respect and cooperation between the school guidance program and community 
agencies. This could be carried further by specific projects jointly 
entered into by both school and agencies. 
Need for further research.--Ae has been apparent in the preceding 
pages, the search in the literature of both professions, and observation 
in a given community~ have unearthed little in the way of controlled stu~v 
or experiment in the field of referral between schools end social agencies. 
1 .- ~ _, __ J·• _0 
Evaluative criteria differ widely, and in some instances seem almost 
non-existent. Community practices haye sprung uppteoe-meal, in regard 
to specific needs, rather then according to conscious planning. The field 
offers interesting possibilities for controlled research--not along broad 
vague lines, but on a practice- by-practice basis. These might include 
the establishment of mutually understandable statistical records; 
observation in a given area of refer~al practices over a definite period of 
time with no case work consultant in the school, and for a similar period 
with such consultant service; establishment of a school-agency referral 
committee' in a community, made up of agency and school ~ersonnel in charge 
of referrals, and an objective study of practices before and after the 
establishment of such a committee; questionnaire survey of social service 
indices, regarding use of these by school :personnel; wides-pread survey of 
school practices of referral to social agencies; objective study of a block 
of records of eases referred by schools to social agencies, in terms of 
case work concepts; study of number of requests for information or service 
made by co~~unity agencies to the school in a given area during a specific 
time. 
The vast help that schools end community agencies could be to each 
other is only beginning to be understood. It is uncultivated ground that 
has untold possibilities for fertility. Friendship and understanding 
between these two large professional groups 1 in and of itself would be an 
asset to any community. The benefit to the joint clientele, the children 
of the community, and their families, would be immeasurable. 
Professions are established to serve human need. School and community 
agencies, by sharing problems end sharing skills to meet them, will increase 
in mutual confidence, as each gains knowledge of what the other can offer. 
Working together to accomplish a task that neither can ~ alone, the,r would 
present a stronger and more democratic approach to community and individual 
needs. 
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